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Chapter I: Student/Community Profile (2 pages)
Briefly summarize the most critical information from the student/community profile that impacts the
school. Include the following:
● Brief description of the students and community served by the school.
● School’s analysis of student achievement data (e.g., CAHSEE, AYP, API, AP, college SAT,
graduation rates, and program improvement status).
● Other pertinent data (e.g., attendance rates, size of EL/LEP population, teacher credentialing,
class size, dropout rates, programs for students).
● Appropriateness of identified critical learner needs and their linkage to schoolwide learner
outcomes.
 Note: Show data in chart format and comment. Include sections of the profile that show student
achievement findings and interpretations.
● Comment on significant findings revealed by the profile and/or pertinent data that were not
included in the profile.
Larchmont Charter School, a grades K-12 school, has established itself as one of the top performing
public schools in Los Angeles. Unique among public charter networks in our focus on racial, ethnic,
and socioeconomic diversity, Larchmont Charter School aims to provide a richly diverse community of
students with a high quality public education. Since the last WASC visit, Larchmont has made strong
and steady progress on its journey to becoming one of just a handful of high-performing K-12 public
schools in the entire nation to serve a culturally, racially and socio-economically diverse community of
learners. We are eager to highlight our successes to date, transparently call attention to our
challenges, and discuss ways in which we aim to continuously improve.
Larchmont Charter School grew out of a dream of a group of families who were inspired to create an
exceptional public school. A charter school model allowed them to work with respected educators to
develop a constructivist curriculum without the constraints of some local and state regulations. The
goal was to:
●

Reflect in the student body the social richness of their own neighborhood, which is racially,
culturally and socio-economically diverse.
● Use proven educational methods to help children learn how to learn building upon their own
knowledge and experience, and, in the process, master all required academic subjects.
Students learn and retain more through this constructivist approach, which emphasizes
understanding concepts over traditional methods of rote learning.
● Integrate the arts and physical education as a necessary part of education.
● Build a vital community of students, teachers, staff, families and the wider world in order to
teach their children how to live and work together.
● Create a sustainable institution, with strong financial and management resources.
Larchmont Charter School opened in September 2005 as a K-2nd grade elementary school with 120
students. Inspired by the success of Larchmont Charter, a second group of parents advocated to
open a sister school. The result was Larchmont Charter School–West Hollywood (LCW), a separate
K-8 “sister” charter school, which opened its doors in September of 2008. With Larchmont’s
expansion, the dream grew. The community now wanted to offer every Larchmont student a path
from kindergarten through 12th grade. In 2011, Larchmont Charter School amended its charter to
include a high school, and the LAUSD Board of Education approved the petition. Our sister school,
Larchmont Charter School–West Hollywood, however, continued to operate as a separate entity, and
our LCW students were limited to a K-8 program. To remedy this problem, the Larchmont Charter
School Board submitted a Request for Material Revision to LAUSD in the spring of 2013, in an effort
to merge Larchmont Charter-West Hollywood and Larchmont Charter into one Larchmont Charter
School. On April 16, 2013, the LAUSD Board of Education approved the material revision to the
Larchmont Charter School charter petition. Since the last full study, Larchmont has grown as an
organization – the school now operates a continuous K-12 program, serves over 1,400 students,
employs over 180 full and part-time staff, occupies nearly 70,000 square feet of space and has an
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operating budget of more than $16 million. And all of these numbers are growing. Larchmont recently
had its very first graduating class of seniors and is proud to report that 97% of those applying to
college were accepted and that approximately 33% of those students are first generation in their
family to go to college. The following four campuses currently serve our 1,440 students:
● Larchmont Charter School at Fairfax (TK-4)
● Larchmont Charter School at Hollygrove (TK-4)
● Larchmont Charter School at Selma (5-6)
● Larchmont Charter School at La Fayette Park Place (7-12)
Larchmont Charter School provides a socio-economically, culturally and racially diverse community of
students with an exceptional public education. We foster creativity and academic excellence; our
students learn with and from each other in an experience-centered, inquiry- based learning
environment. Nurturing our unique talents to be of service to each other and the larger world in which
we live, students and adults alike embody the values of respect, integrity, compassion, appreciation
for differences of all kinds, grit, curiosity, problem solving, collaboration, and communication. Three
interrelated tenets have helped us achieve excellence and build an innovative educational program:
●
●

Diversity. We strive to have a racially and socioeconomically diverse community of learners.
Academic excellence. We strive to create an academically rigorous and challenging
experience for each of our students every day.
● Community engagement. We strive to ensure that every member of our community has
access to, and a voice in, the work we are doing to build our school. The goal is for everyone
in our community to have a strong sense of connectedness and belonging at Larchmont.
This starts with the classroom community. We nurture the social and emotional development
of all of our students so they learn how to be in community – how to be compassionate, how
to communicate and collaborate effectively, how to navigate big emotions, how to be resilient,
and how to resolve conflicts respectfully and peacefully.
These three tenets drive the work we do at every level and are the basis for the success of the
innovative features of our educational program. Our K-12 grade span structure allows for teachers to
vertically articulate the curriculum across the entire elementary, middle, and high school spectrum,
resulting in a cohesive, personalized, rigorous learning experience for every student. At every grade
level, interdisciplinary, standards-based lessons are organized around common thematic elements
stemming from ecology and social justice, the study of social movements and work in the humanities.
School-wide Student Goals: We believe that every child in America should be able to attend an
excellent public school that reflects the full diversity of his or her community. This, after all, was the
opinion of our Supreme Court more than 60 years ago in Brown v. Board of Education. Yet, this
promise is still not a reality for many students in Los Angeles. Larchmont Charter School helps fulfill
this promise for children in our communities with its mission:
Larchmont Charter School Mission Statement: The mission of Larchmont Charter School is to
provide a socio-economically, culturally and racially diverse community of students with an
exceptional public education. We foster creativity and academic excellence; our students learn with
and from each other in an experience- centered, inquiry-based learning environment. With
participation from our entire community, we strive to instill in each student a dedication to improving
the world we inhabit.
Essential School-wide Learning Results (ESLRs)/School-wide Learner Outcomes (SLOs)
We believe that this skill set and knowledge base must be encompassed by the character traits that
allow one to function ethically and successfully in the complexity of our social environment. The
combination of skills, knowledge, and character creates Larchmont’s Essential School-wide Learning
Results (ESLRs). A Larchmont Charter School student is one who:
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●

Communicates: shares thoughts and ideas orally and through the arts, writes clearly, listens
to and hears others, expresses oneself respectfully.
● Seeks to understand: formulates questions, pursues answers, reads and thinks critically and
thoughtfully, is reflective, considers multiple perspectives of a world community.
● Demonstrates respect: for oneself, for others, teachers, for our school, for one’s family and
community, and for the environment, living beings, and the Earth’s limited resources.
● Takes responsibility: for one’s actions, for one’s words, for one’s learning, for one’s body, and
for each other.
● Perseveres: when problems cannot be solved readily or when faced with criticism and
disappointment, through challenges, by reflecting, trying harder or differently, and then trying
again until reaching a resolution.
Local Control Accountability Plan (LCAP) Goals Based on the state priorities detailed in California
Education Code § 52060(d), Larchmont Charter School aims to achieve the following goals:
●
●
●
●

●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Teacher Assignments and Credentialing: All teachers will be appropriately credentialed and
meet all other requirements for placement in the classroom or in support positions as
required by NCLB.
Access to Instructional Materials: All Larchmont students will have access to latest available
academic content and performance standards and CA Common Core State Standardsaligned textbooks and support materials necessary to participate fully in all courses.
Facilities Maintenance: All students will have safe and adequate facilities, furniture and
equipment, with appropriate access to outdoor space, support space and special education
support areas.
Implementation of State Content and Performance Standards: Larchmont Charter School will
fully implement the State content and performance standards, including the CA Common
Core State Standards in English Language Arts and mathematics so that all students,
including English Learners and socioeconomically disadvantaged students, will receive a
comprehensive, rigorous, inquiry-based academic program.
Parent Involvement: Larchmont Charter Schools will annually increase parent satisfaction
rates and parent involvement in volunteer activities.
Statewide Assessments: All students, including all student subgroups (Hispanic/Latino,
Socioeconomically Disadvantaged, English Learners, Students with Disabilities), will meet or
exceed growth targets once set by the State on the CA Assessment of Student Progress and
Performance (CAASPP) in the areas of English Language Arts and mathematics.
Annual Performance Index (API): Larchmont Charter School will meet the annual API Growth
Target, or equivalent.
Course of Study Completion Rates: Larchmont high school students will have access to a
rigorous and broad range of study, including A-G electives and AP courses.
English Learner Adequate Progress Rate: English Learners will advance at least one
proficiency level on the CELDT or the English Language Proficiency for California (ELPAC)
assessment each year.
English Learner Reclassification Rate: The EL reclassification rate will meet or exceed the
LAUSD aggregate 3-year reclassification rate and ELs will meet Annual Measurable
Achievement Objectives (AMAOs).
AP Examination Passage Rate, College Preparedness Rate, and Graduation/Dropout Rate:
By the end of their course of study at Larchmont, 100% of students will graduate
college/career ready.
School Attendance Rate and Chronic Absenteeism Rate: Larchmont Charter School will
continue to maintain a high annual ADA rate and limit chronic absenteeism.
Student Suspension and Expulsion Rate: Larchmont Charter School will continue to maintain
low suspension (< 2%) and expulsion (< 1%) rates.
Other Measures of School Climate: Larchmont will engage students as decision-makers and
provide programs and resources, resulting in increased engagement and satisfaction.
Broad Course of Study: All students, including all student subgroups will have access to
academic and educational enrichment programs as outlined in the school’s charter.
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●

Other Student Outcomes: All students, including all student subgroups will demonstrate
proficiency (or above) on physical fitness assessments.
Student/School Demographics Student Enrollment and Population In the last six years, Larchmont
has annually increased enrollment from approximately 591 students in 2011-12 school year to 1418
students enrolled in 2015-16 school year (last full school year), an increase of 827 students.
Larchmont has also maintained a wait list of well over 1000 students.

STUDENT POPULATION TO BE SERVED
Target Population
The sites of Larchmont Charter School are located in the Hollywood / Hancock Park and Lafayette
Park neighborhoods of Los Angeles (zip codes 90028, 90038, 90029, 90004, 90020, 90036, 90005,
90048, 90046, 90027, 90068, 90069, 90057). It is our mission and model to serve a highly diverse
student population in terms of language, culture, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status. Currently, 15%
of the students who attend Larchmont reside in zip code 90004, the Hancock Park neighborhood,
with the remainder scattered across 82 different zip codes. Approximately 25 square miles, this large
geographic zone includes Mid City, West Hollywood, Hollywood, and Central Los Angeles, and is
home to 430,880 residents.
The map below shows the boundaries of our target geographic area:
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●
●
●

Los Angeles County is a strikingly diverse county, with a population comprised of 48%
Hispanic/Latino, 26% Caucasian, 5% Black, 7% Asian and 14% other or multiple races, and
more than 17% of residents living below the poverty level.
Our target community is also incredibly diverse, with a population made up of approximately
31% Hispanic/Latino, 43% Caucasian, 4% Black, 12% Asian, and 10% other or multiple
races, and approximately 18% of residents living below the poverty line.
Our target community is generally representative of Los Angeles as a whole, with nearly
equivalent proportions of students from diverse racial and socioeconomic backgrounds as are
seen in the county in its entirety. The target community is comparable in diversity with Los
Angeles County on average.
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Larchmont is proud to be integrated and reflective of the surrounding community, with even greater
representations of Asian and Black students than are seen in Los Angeles as a whole, along with
higher representations of students with lower socioeconomic status compared to Los Angeles as a
whole. Research suggests that greater socioeconomic and racial diversity among students can be
beneficial in that it is associated with reduced dropout rates, higher college entrance rates, and
generally improved educational outcomes (1). Diversity has been found to foster academic and social
growth by promoting intellectual engagement and democratic participation within the classroom (2),
supporting Larchmont’s focus on increasing student diversity.
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Our integrated public charter school model confirms this research. Following the model of other
racially and socio-economically diverse charter schools in California and the US as a whole,
Larchmont Charter School brings the surrounding community together to provide an exceptional
public education to a socio-economically, racially, and culturally diverse student population.

Student Enrollment – Racial and Ethnic Subgroups
Larchmont Charter School is a parent-initiated neighborhood school that is creative, diverse,
academically challenging and emotionally nurturing. Recognizing studies that demonstrate that
students benefit from socioeconomic diversity (CITE), we aim to cultivate a student body of 30- 40%
of students who qualify for Free/Reduced priced lunch. Because of this aim, Larchmont is one of the
most diverse, mixed socioeconomic ("mixed SES") schools in Los Angeles.

Socioeconomic Status: Parent Education Level, 2016-17 School Year

Please
remove
"(CITE)"..
.not
needed
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Socioeconomic Status: Free and Reduced Lunch Eligibility, 2016-17 School
Year

Currently, 65% percent of the student body is non-white and children at Larchmont Charter speak
more than twelve languages at home. The student population is reflective of the surrounding
community, with even greater representations of Asian and African American students than are seen
in Los Angeles as a whole. 2015-16 data indicate that the school is continuing to become more and
more racially and ethnically diverse every year (CDE DataQuest, 2013). In 2016-17 data indicate 29%
Hispanic students, 21% Asian/Filipino/ Pacific Islander, 5% African-American, 35% White, and 10%
two or more races or unclassified (not Hispanic). The Larchmont Hispanic population has
experienced a 17% increase in the last four years, and the school has seen significant increases in
Korean students, increasing the percentage of English Learners (ELs) to 7.4%. Many of these
students are new to the United States and arrive at Larchmont in the middle and high school grades.
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Enrollment by Ethnicity, 2016-17 School Year

Special School Populations
Larchmont’s special school populations include English Language Learners (ELs), Redesignated
Fluent English Proficient Students, and Special Education students. In our time serving our ELs in
particular, we see that our constructivist approach individualizes instruction for ELs, thus ensuring a
subgroup API of 875, over 70 points higher than surrounding comparison elementary schools. Our EL
students also reclassify at high rates, as demonstrated by the following chart:
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English Language Acquisition Status, 2016-17 School Year
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While Larchmont’s percentage of English Learners (ELs) is approximately only 7%, its percentage of
non English Only (non EO) students, students who speak a language other than English at home, is
34% school wide and more than 40% at the secondary level.
Larchmont Charter School is a Title I school with targeted assistance. We aim to be a community
where students of all socio-economic backgrounds can come together Primary Language
distribution, 2016-17 School Year

Please delete
"Primary
Language
Special Education Program
distribution
2016-16
Currently, Larchmont has about 131 Special Education students, more than double the 62 students in
School year"
2011-12, the majority of whom receive RSP services. Larchmont has seen an increase in the
It looks like
percentage of students with special needs at the secondary level. In grades 9 and 10, 21% of the
students have special needs. Moreover, almost 43% of our students with IEPs have moderate/severe a copy-paste
error
needs. The following chart describes the growing population of students in the Special Education
program at Larchmont:
Special Education Students by Disability Type
Year

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

Number of students

62

70

126

149

136

131

% of total enrollment

10%

10%

11%

11%

10%

9%
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SLI
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1

0

0

1
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1

1

4

6

6
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1

2

2

2

2

2

The Larchmont special education program continues to provide quality instruction to all students with
special needs in the least restrictive environment. At this time Larchmont Charter implements a full
inclusion, pullout / push-in method to support all students with special needs to master strategies and
skills necessary to compensate for their disability, enabling them to meet the goals described in their
IEPs. Special Education and general education teachers collaborate to differentiate instruction and
modify curriculum, and we also provide speech, occupational therapy, counseling, adapted physical
education, educational-related intensive counseling services, recreational therapy, and behavior
intervention supports. Ultimately, we work to exit all students with special needs from the special
education program prior to high school graduation.

We actually
have 144
In addition to Larchmont’s special education population, Larchmont currently has 57 students (4%)
who are identified as gifted and talented (GATE). Larchmont’s constructivist model has a high degree (10%)
GATE
of differentiation and personalization to students’ zone of proximal development ensuring students
across the learning continuum are optimally supported and in the case of gifted students, challenged. students,
increase
from draft
date and
current
Gate testing
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Primary Language distribution, 2016-17 School Year

Special Education Program
Currently, Larchmont has about 131 Special Education students, more than double the 62 students in
2011-12, the majority of whom receive RSP services. Larchmont has seen an increase in the
percentage of students with special needs at the secondary level. In grades 9 and 10, 21% of the
students have special needs. Moreover, almost 43% of our students with IEPs have moderate/severe
needs. The following chart describes the growing population of students in the Special Education
program at Larchmont:
Year
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The Larchmont special education program continues to provide quality instruction to all students with
special needs in the least restrictive environment. At this time Larchmont Charter implements a full
inclusion, pullout/push-in method to support all students with special needs to master strategies and
skills necessary to compensate for their disability, enabling them to meet the goals described in their
IEPs. Special Education and general education teachers collaborate to differentiate instruction and
modify curriculum, and we also provide speech, occupational therapy, counseling, adapted physical
education, educational-related intensive counseling services, recreational therapy, and behavior
intervention supports. Ultimately, we work to exit all students with special needs from the special
education program prior to high school graduation.
In addition to Larchmont’s special education population, Larchmont currently has 57 students (4%)
who are identified as gifted and talented (GATE). Larchmont’s constructivist model has a high degree
of differentiation and personalization to students’ zone of proximal development ensuring students
across the learning continuum are optimally supported and in the case of gifted students, challenged.
Student Attendance and Suspension Rates
Larchmont has high attendance rates, historically in the mid to high 90th percentile. In 2015-16 the
actual attendance rate for the school was more than 96%. Our school administrators monitor student
attendance and communicate with families regarding chronic absenteeism and excessive absences
or tardies. The rate of suspensions is very low; in 2012-13, 12 students were suspended, resulting in
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a 1.7% suspension rate. Larchmont leaders and staff use alternatives to suspension and believe that
focusing efforts on personalizing instruction and developing individualized behavioral plans to
address students’ socio-emotional needs.

The historical CST results described above led to high API scores, AYP and other statewide
indicators, where Larchmont Charter School as a whole, both before and after the two charters were
merged in 2013 to create the school we know today, consistently demonstrated academic strength,
which may be attributed to the strength of its constructivist model.
Larchmont’s Growth API has consistently been above 800, generally growing over time until the
metric was discontinued. In 2015, Larchmont met 92% of the remaining participation rate AYP criteria
(12 of 13).
Schoolwide and Subgroup Learner Outcomes, Disaggregated and Interpreted Student
Outcome Data
Schoolwide Outcomes (historical – CST, current- CAASPP)
Larchmont Charter School’s constructivist approach to learning was unique among public schools at
the time of its founding. This hands on, inquiry-based, personalized approach has led to deeper
learning and strong academic performance throughout Larchmont’s history. Students have
historically performed very well on state assessments, with at least 82% of students demonstrating
proficiency in ELA, and at least 76% proficient in Math, in the years from 2010 through 2013. The
overall performance on CST assessments of Science and History has also been strong historically,
as seen in the chart below, with minimums of 68% proficient in History and 70% proficient in Science.
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In the most recent results of the CAASPP in 2016, students demonstrated high proficiency once
again, with 70% of students meeting or exceeding the standard in ELA, and 61% meeting or
exceeding the standard in Math. While some decrease in scores as grade level increases are noted
in these most recent results, overall student performance school-wide remains strong.
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Larchmont Charter School’s strong school-wide and subgroup outcomes on CAASPP rival those of
the best local schools with similar demographics, as seen in the chart below. Larchmont Charter
School’s students have consistently demonstrated greater proficiency than students at nearby district
schools, as well as other charters, even as assessments have been revised over the years.

Subgroup outcomes (historically – CST, current- CAASPP, comparison to other schools)
While Larchmont Charter School’s students have done well historically school-wide, it is also
important to note now numerically significant subgroups have performed relative to each other.
Larchmont’s individual subgroups generally perform better on assessments than those subgroups do
at the district and state level, however an achievement gap still exists among Larchmont’s subgroups,
specifically Black and Hispanic subgroups, which score lower on average than students classified as
White, Asian and Two or More Races.
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These historical CST results are reflected in the current CAASPP results from 2016 as well, where we
see that all subgroups are at least 52% proficient in ELA and at least 33% proficient in Math. The
ethnic subgroup differences are notable on CAASPP just as they were on the CST, with Black and
Hispanic students scoring lower than students of other races. The importance of diversity in
Larchmont’s model drives the consistent attempt to maintain an ethnically diverse student population
while also striving to close achievement gaps among subgroups.

In addition to focusing on closing achievement gaps between ethnic subgroups, Larchmont Charter
School aims to increase achievement among English Language Learners, as well as students who
are not classified as English Only (non-EO), such as IFEP and RFEP students. Regular internal
assessments and state assessments have determined EL students in particular, as well as many
non-EO students, do not demonstrate proficiency at the rate seen for English Only (EO) students.
CAASPP 2016 results for EL, non-EO and EO students seen below demonstrate the importance of
continuing to monitor and provide support for non-EO students, even if they have already been
reclassified.
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English Learner (EL) Students
EL Students

Non-EO (including EL) Students

EO Students

Grade

ELA %
Proficient

Math %
Proficient

Grade

ELA %
Math %
Proficient Proficient

Grade

ELA %
Math %
Proficient Proficient

3

17%

0%

3

56%

60%

3

68%

72%

4

N/A

N/A

4

73%

77%

4

74%

78%

5

0%

0%

5

73%

68%

5

81%

77%

6

0%

0%

6

76%

44%

6

70%

61%

7

50%

50%

7

61%

50%

7

77%

66%

8

25%

25%

8

44%

44%

8

72%

51%

11

N/A

N/A

11

100%

60%

11

54%

24%

Beginning in the 2014-15 school year due to the expansion to grade 11, students began taking the
SAT and AP exams. Despite the short time that the high school has been enrolled with students in
grades 9 through 12, growth on these assessments is notable. Looking at the results for two cohorts
of 11th grade students taking the test for the first time, we found that 71% of 11th grade students in
2015-16 met the composite score benchmark, relative to the previous class of 11th grade students in
2014-15 where 29% met the composite score benchmark. Because the scoring method changed for
the SAT between years, incorporating Evidence-based Reading and Writing as opposed to previously
separate content areas, results can be difficult to interpret, but appear to be promising.
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Student performance on AP exams has greatly improved between the first two years of availability to
Larchmont students. The first set of AP exams, taken in 2014-15, resulted in 27% of students scoring
3 or higher, indicating that 27% of students had passed their exams. The following year, in 2015-16,
the number of students scoring 3 or higher jumped to 44%, a large and noteworthy improvement after
just one year.

Schoolwide and Subgroup Outcomes (internal, current- F&P and NWEA)
Larchmont Charter School’s use of internal assessments confirms and strengthens the conclusion
that its students are high-performing. The school uses multiple internal assessments, but some of the
more longitudinal and well-researched include the Fountas & Pinnell reading assessment, which is
given to students in grades TK/K through 4, and the Northwest Evaluation Association’s Measures of
Academic Progress (NWEA MAP) Reading and Math assessments in grades 2 through 12.
The results of the Fountas & Pinnell reading assessment, which is given three times per year in
grades TK/K through 4, are strongly indicative of high reading proficiency among our elementary
school students. Results from Fall 2016 suggest that the average student at both the Fairfax and
Hollygrove campuses is proficient in reading based on standards for their grade level, with the
average Kindergarten student scoring between 3.83 and 4.02, indicating that many Kindergarten
students are reading proficiently for their grade level. Proficiency grows as students continue with
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Larchmont, such that the average 4th grade student scores between 4.40 and 4.68, closer to the
above grade level, or advanced, score band.
When results are analyzed by ethnicity, EL status, and FRL (Free/Reduced Lunch Program) status,
the Fountas & Pinnell scores indicate the same pattern as seen in CAASPP and other assessments,
such that African American, Hispanic, and EL students, though often scoring proficient, are not
scoring as high as students of other ethnic subgroups or EO students. Results of this assessment
also indicated that scores are nearly identical when split by gender and FRL status, where students
are once again proficient on average. Thus there is an achievement gap between racial and language
subgroups but not between economic subgroups given the absence of a significant gap in academic
performance between FRL and non-FRL students. This is particularly heartening given the school’s
mission of serving an intentionally mixed socioeconomic population. Scores for students with IEPs
vary greatly, but the average student with an IEP appears to be near proficient, with an average score
of 3.79.
The results of the NWEA MAP Reading and Math assessments very much mirror the results of the
Fountas & Pinnell assessments. As seen below, there is a steady growth observed among
Larchmont’s students, matching with what is predicted by NWEA’s nationally normed studies, in both
Reading and Math. As students grow older, predicted growth decreases, and Larchmont’s students’
growth from grade level to grade level reflects the expected pattern.

NWEA RIT Score Average by Grade Level, Fall 2016

Comparing Fall 2016 results to NWEA’s provided norms, it appears that students in all grades, on
average, are performing above grade level relative to what is expected at the beginning of the school
year.
Just as with CAASPP and Fountas & Pinnell, average scores between ethnic subgroups differ, such
that students identified as Asian, White, and Two or More Races generally score higher in both
Reading and Math than students identified as African American or Hispanic/Latino.
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Perception Summary:
As a school that was founded by parents, it has always been important to Larchmont’s leadership to
hear the input of Larchmont’s stakeholders as a method of formative assessment. Perception data is
valuable to Larchmont Charter School, not only because it gives a sense of how we are currently
performing as a school, but also because it informs decision making by providing a way for
stakeholders to give vital feedback and express their interests and desires for the future of the school.
Surveys are administered twice per school year to students in class, and sent to staff and parents via
email to get a full sense of how all members of Larchmont’s community feel about all aspects of the
school. Translated surveys are provided in both Spanish and Korean and surveys are anonymous
encouraging candid feedback.
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Overall favorable ratings of the school have increased among all stakeholder groups over time, as
seen in the table above. Between the 2014-15 school year and the 2016-17 school year, favorability
ratings have grown from 64% to 90% among staff, 63% to 87% among students, and 76% to 86%
among parents. The growth shown is a direct result of decisions that were made in response to
previous surveys, taking into consideration the comments that respondents made about academics,
communication, campus and leadership structure, and more.
Governing Authority Status
LAUSD Charter Schools Division
The LAUSD Charter Schools Division conducts an annual site visit that includes an extensive review
of the school’s academic program, management, and governance practices. To date, Larchmont has
achieved a rating of “Proficient” or “Accomplished” each year in the following four categories:
Governance, Student Achievement and Educational Performance, Organizational Management and
Operations, and Fiscal Operations.
Program Improvement Status
With respect to Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP), our school was designated as an at-risk for
Program Improvement (PI) school as a result of 2012 CST student performance data. That year,
Larchmont met 15 of the 17 Annual Measurable Objectives (AMOs) and 14 of the 21 AMOs in 2013.
Financial Audits
Each fiscal year an independent auditor certified by the State of California conducts an audit of the
financial affairs of Larchmont Charter School to verify the accuracy of the school's financial
statements, attendance and enrollment accounting practices, and internal controls. Larchmont
Charter School retains auditors to conduct independent financial audits that employ generally
accepted auditing principles and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government
Auditing Standards, issued by the Controller General of the United States.
Every year, the Audit Committee of the Board reviews any audit exceptions or deficiencies and report
recommendations on resolution to the Board of Directors. The Board then reports to the chartergranting agency regarding how exceptions and deficiencies have been or will be resolved. Since the
last full WASC study, all of Larchmont’s annual financial audits have had no material findings.
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WASC Status
On April 3-6, 2011, the Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC) granted Larchmont
Charter School a six-year accreditation (the maximum possible) after an intensive review. The visiting
committee report recognized the significant progress Larchmont has made in carrying out its action
plan, commending Larchmont Charter School for:

The
Numbering
here should be
1-4 not just 2

2. Extensive evidence that the Larchmont Charter School Board of Directors shares a strong
commitment and common understanding of the major goals, priorities, and objectives for the school;
2. Ascribing value to the creativity of teachers yields a rich educational experience as evidence by
the positive effects related to the inclusion of the arts, music, etc.;
2. The collaboration between teaching teams deepens curricular cohesion and each contributor
adds their joy, insight, and inspiration to the final design; and
2. A team-oriented approach to reviewing a variety of assessments to support student
achievement.
As a part of the six-year accreditation, the report outlines the progress made in implementing the
schoolwide action plan. They seek to renew their WASC status with another six- year accreditation
cycle during this 2016-2017 school year, during which time they have participated in a thorough selfstudy and in-depth review.
III: Process for the Development of the Self-Study Report
Larchmont Charter School leaders created a WASC Leadership Team that employed several
methods to prepare the full self-study report with input from all stakeholders. Furthermore, the
Larchmont Charter Board of Directors has played an active role in its creation.
Stakeholder Involvement
Leadership Team
As mentioned above, the WASC Leadership Team included the Executive Director, the School
Leaders/Principals K-12, network staff and teachers and staff from across LCS campuses. The
development of the self-study report included communication from all stakeholders including
administrators, teachers, Network Support staff, teacher assistants, parents, and students. The
primary avenues for gathering stakeholder feedback were 1) focus groups, 2) surveys, 3) faculty/staff
meetings, and 4) the site council structure, which includes individual site councils comprised of grade
level parent representatives on each campus and a school-wide council.
The development of this full self-study WASC report built on several preceding school wide strategic
planning processes with extensive stakeholder involvement. These include meetings and strategy
planning sessions in 2012-13 prior to its material revision to its charter to merge LCS and LCW into a
single school and build out its high school. It also includes the process LCS went through in 2013-14
as part of its charter renewal, LCAP development and WASC mid term report process. Next we
completed our school wide strategic planning process examining the efficacy of the grade
configuration across campuses and the administrative leadership structure. This process consisted
of surveys of all stakeholders and town halls held at all campuses with both staff and parents. The
result was the recommendation that we transition to a more integrated school with two k-4 campuses
and a single integrated 5-6 campus with all students then moving together for an integrated
secondary 7-12 program led by fully empowered and accountable School Leaders/Principals.
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Building off of these strategic planning processes and in preparation for this full self-study report, LCS
has engaged in multiple surveys (bi-annual) of all stakeholders (students, staff and parents) along
with meetings with its site councils and with all staff providing input in a mix of focus groups and
campus groups meeting across multiple staff development days. Specifically, stakeholders have
provided input on how they think LCS has progressed in its critical need areas identified in 2011 and
again in 2014 and where they need to focus improvement efforts going forward.
Faculty Leadership and Input
In addition to input gathered through weekly early release professional development meetings and
regular check ins with all staff, there are several formal ways for Larchmont teachers to provide input
on organizational, instructional and budgetary priorities. These include gathering staff feedback on
the efficacy of the program and leadership via surveys and gathering staff input on updating of the
LCAP and development of the annual budget at dedicated staff meetings.
Board Approval Process
Throughout the year, the Executive Director reports the process of gathering stakeholder input to the
Larchmont Board of Directors. The Board of Directors monitors student achievement on a regular
basis in keeping with the assessment and data reporting calendars. These reports to the board detail
results aligned to the action plan goals, such as collective student and subgroup performance on
interim assessments. In January 2017, the Executive Director distributed the summary of the selfstudy report to faculty, staff and the Board of Directors.

Chapter II: Progress Report (2 pages)
Since the last self-study:

●
●

Comments on the school’s major changes and follow-up process.
Discuss how the school through its action plan has accomplished each of the critical areas for
follow-up, including the impact on student learning.

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS SINCE PREVIOUS VISIT
There have been numerous federal, state and school wide changes since Larchmont’s last full visit
(2011) and follow up mid-term visit (2014). Larchmont has also continued to grow and change during
this time.
Federal reform initiatives since the previous WASC visit include the transition nationally to the
Common Core State Standards (CCSS), the Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium (SBAC), and
the California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress (CAASPP). The Common Core
State Standards were put forward by the National Governors Association Center for Best Practices
in 2009 with the aim of standardizing K-12 curriculum and assessment across the entire country.
California joined the coalition in 2010 and Larchmont fully implemented the CCSS standards
beginning in 2014-2015. CAASPP and SBAC were each piloted at Larchmont in 2014 and
implemented fully in 2015. Larchmont’s baseline CAASPP data in 2015 demonstrated continued
strong academic performance in keeping with its previous performance on the CST.
California’s Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF) was implemented in 2014-2015 to provide
specific funds to specific student subpopulations, primarily English learners, children in poverty, and
foster youth. To access LCFF funds schools/districts must adopt Local Control Accountability Plans
(LCAPs) for how the funds will be used to achieve eight (8) state priorities.
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Larchmont Charter School has had several significant developments and changes since the last full
WASC visit during the spring of 2011 and our mid-term visit in 2014. These changes can be
categorized into five areas: the merger of Larchmont Charter School (LCS) and Larchmont Charter
School – West Hollywood (LCW), the build out of the high school program, the integration of LCS and
LCW as one school by bringing students together for grades 5-12, the adoption of NWEA MAP as
internal interim assessment in math and ELA for grades 2-12, and transitions in our school
leadership.
Material Revision and Merger
In 2011, the LAUSD Board of Education approved their petition to open a high school. Larchmont
opened its doors to 9th grade students in the 2012-13 school year, finally offering a K- 12 pathway for
its students. However, at the time, Larchmont Charter School and their “sister” school, Larchmont
Charter School – West Hollywood, operated under separate and distinct petitions. As a result, their
LCW students were limited to a K-8 program.
To remedy this problem, in 2013, the Larchmont Charter School Board submitted a Request for
Material Revision to LAUSD, in an effort to merge Larchmont Charter-West Hollywood and Larchmont
Charter into one Larchmont Charter School. On April 16, 2013, the LAUSD Board of Education
approved the material revision, and today, Larchmont Charter School operates a continuous K-12
program. Our K-12 grade span structure allows for vertical articulation across the entire elementary,
middle, and high school spectrum.
High School Program Development
Since the opening of our high school in the 2012-2013 school year, Larchmont has embraced the
challenge and opportunity of building out the educational program across grades 9-12. Larchmont
graduated its first class of seniors in June 2016. The 2016-17 school year marks the fifth year of the
high school’s operation, now serving 9th-12th grade students. Specific steps toward the build out of a
strong high school program were outlined in the 2014-15 School-wide Action Plan, and broadly
speaking, targeted three areas: 1) development of a rigorous, UC-approved, A-G course curriculum,
including AP courses, 2) build out of the High School Hallmark Project and 3) support for inquirybased teaching and learning. We have substantially fulfilled each of these goals which we see as
essential in ensuring that our students graduate prepared to succeed at the college or university of
their choice.
Full Integration as One School
Following the merger of Larchmont Charter School and Larchmont Charter School West in the 201314 school year, the school underwent a community wide strategic planning process. In 2014-15 they
examined the effectiveness of their grade configuration and leadership structure at the time. Out of
that collective decision-making process, LCS migrated from a configuration of grades K-5 at their
Hollygrove campus feeding into grades 6-8 at their LFP campus and then grades 9-12 at LFP and an
additional K-3 at the Fairfax campus feeding into grades 4-8 at the Selma campus leading into the 912 at the LFP campus. Beginning in the 16-17 school year, they reconfigured their campus structure
to two K-4 campuses (Hollygrove and Fairfax) coming together for 5th and 6th grades at the Selma
campus and moving together for 7-12 at the LFP campus. The new configuration has enabled the
two elementary campuses to now be aligned in the grade levels served facilitating joint collaboration
and planning across campuses. Additionally, bringing together all of the teachers, students and
families grades 5-12 has deepened alignment and articulation of the program in these grades.
Teachers have benefited by having more colleagues within their grade level with whom to collaborate.
Additionally having all of their single subject teachers 7-12 on the LFP campus enables creative
opportunities across the secondary program for both students and staff. The staff has been able to
teach a mix of both middle and high school classes allowing for richer program options for all
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students. When appropriate, middle school students have been able to accelerate into high school
classes allowing for greater differentiation.
Adoption of NWEA Measure of Academic Progress (MAP) for Internal Interim Math & English
Language Arts (ELA) Assessment in Grades 2-12
With the transition to Common Core and the absence of a clear calibrated replacement for the
previous Academic Performance Index (API) LCS sought an externally valid nationally normed
assessment for math and ELA. As a K-12 serving an intentionally diverse population it is important to
their mission and model that they benchmark proficiency and progress across subgroups and grade
levels. They administer MAP twice a year – in the fall as a diagnostic and again in late February to
gauge progress and inform intervention/extension efforts prior to statewide testing in May. There is
still work to be done as NWEA continues its efforts to calibrate more predictably with CAASPP but it
has served as an additional metric for teachers to clarify students’ zone of proximal development,
monitor growth, and inform instruction.
Leadership Transitions & Shifts
Larchmont has built a strong and capable leadership team focused on instruction. Since the last
WASC visit, they reworked the Larchmont administrative leadership model (instructional leadership
team along with the Network Support team) to not only accommodate the school’s expansion into a
high school, but also to expand operational capacity to best serve their students.
Since the shift, Principals and School Leaders are responsible for the leadership of the instructional
program, including the implementation of the new Common Core standards and the Local Control
Accountability Plan (LCAP) goals.They also recently converted some existing positions into the
Instructional Leadership Coach and Curriculum Coordinator positions to support the instructional
program and faculty in grades K-12. In addition, Larchmont has dedicated resources to support the
implementation of the new California Common Core State Standards (CA CCSS), the California
Assessment of Student Performance and Progress (CASPP), and the Next Generation Science
Standards (CA NGSS).
Following Gene Straub’s departure Amy Held became Executive Director of Larchmont Schools in fall
2014. Since that time the Head of K-8, Kristin Droege and the Head of 9-12, Catherine Belcher have
both left Larchmont for other professional pursuits. LCS has shifted to a model of strong school site
Principals at each campus and level supported by the Instructional Leadership Coach, Curriculum
Coordinators and the Director of Student Support Services.
SCHOOLWIDE CRITICAL AREAS FOR FOLLOW-UP
In 2011, the visiting committee identified five schoolwide critical areas for follow-up, listed below. The
midterm visiting committee encouraged LCS to maintain focus on these critical areas without adding
any additional areas.
1. The school needs to achieve vertical integration of its academic expectations in relation to major
school projects.
2. It seems that technology could receive higher priority in terms of available resources to not only
support instruction, but also enhance interaction, communication and collaboration using various
features that could be added to the school’s website.
3. Professional development is an ongoing need. Larchmont needs to develop a properly tiered
system that allows for more experienced teachers to continue to grow while also providing the
support needed for less experienced teachers.
4. English language learners need more program-wide support, including professional development
for teachers.
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5. Formal adoption of a RTI program that complements the school’s PSST and SST processes.
Below are the mid-term visiting committee’s notes regarding Larchmont’s progress in each of
these 5 critical areas from 2011 to the midterm report in 2014 and a summary of additional
progress made from 2014 to present.
1.

The school needs to achieve vertical integration of its academic expectations in
relation to major projects. (School-Wide Action Plan Goal #2, Professional
Development and Goal #5, Developing the Language of Mathematics, supported this
critical area of need).

PROGRESS, EVIDENCE, IMPACT ON STUDENT LEARNING
Larchmont made significant strides in vertical integration and alignment of academic expectations
particularly as they relate to major projects between 2011 and 2014. The Signature Projects (K-8)
followed by a junior and senior seminar and Hallmark Project aligned expectations across the
continuum. The adoption of Everyday Math K-4 and CPM 5-12 furthered integration in math. Since
2014 Larchmont has reconfigured campus grade levels to further strengthen vertical and horizontal
alignment by moving to align its two elementary campuses to serve grades K-4 (previously one was
K-3 and the other K-5). All students, families and teachers now come together for 5th-6th grades at
LCS at Selma and then proceed together for 7th-12th grade at LCS at LFP. The pattern used to be the
K-3 students from LCS at Fairfax went to 4th-8th grades at LCS at Selma then to 9th-12th at LCS at
LFP whereas the K-5 students went to LCS at LFP for 6th-12th grades. Our reconfiguration has
facilitated teachers of the same grade level collaborating on planning and curriculum alignment. Our
reconfigured grade levels support greater alignment and network wide professional development
days focus on developing shared strategies and sharing student work across grade levels. Our
transition to the Common Core with its emphasis on the increasing complexity of anchor standards
has dovetailed this work. The addition of our high school compels the faculty to gather regularly to
analyze student data and work, reflect on instructional practice, and articulate evidence of student
mastery as it is exemplified in a variety of constructivist-based, integrated student outputs. Further,
the merging of charters better facilitates the development and enhancement of the programs of
feeder schools to ensure that all students benefit from a program that continually builds upon and
enhances previous projects, standards, experiences and contributions. Weekly Leadership team
meetings are a forum for the development of appropriate professional development, and
targeted allocation of resources and provide a continual feedback loop for ongoing enhancement of
our K-12 program.

2. It seems that technology could receive higher priority in terms of available
resources to not only support instruction, but also enhance interaction,
communication, and collaboration using various features that could be added to the
school’s website. (This area was supported by goal #4 of the school-wide action plan).
PROGRESS, EVIDENCE, IMPACT ON STUDENT LEARNING
The midterm visiting committee noted that Larchmont has invested in personnel and material
resources to meet their school-wide action plan growth target: to improve the reliability of internet
access by establishing high speed reliable connections within and between sites and provide a
school-wide technologically supportive environment for the students, teachers and staff.
The shift to the CA CCSS and the onset of the CAASPP has further ignited a sense of urgency for
Larchmont to develop its operational capacity in terms of technology and communication.
Larchmont’s organization-wide focus on technology infrastructure over the last three years has clearly
addressed this area of critical follow up, though technology remains one of their school-wide action
plan goals as they look toward the access to technology is a key component of an exceptional public
education fuels this goal.
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Progress toward achievement of this goal was noted by the midterm visiting committee. Evidence of
improved infrastructure, teacher access, and laptop carts was noted. However, the committee noted
that a number of classrooms did not show evidence that technology was being used, particularly at
the elementary level, and teachers do not have direct digital access to assessment data outside of
their own grading system. Teachers, parents, and students noted that there was a lack of access to
technology on campus.
Larchmont has made big strides in technology in the intervening years (from 2014-present) in terms
of amassing more hardware, software and user-friendly technology systems to support instruction,
home to school communication and school operations. These investments include the doubling of
our inventory of Chromebooks, the upgrade of our wiring and internet infrastructure at all campuses,
moving all teachers to Google sites k-4 and Google classroom 5-12, having all parents have access
to grades, attendance and discipline information in PowerSchool in grades 5-12, and overhauling our
school website including the addition of a parent portal for easy access to the school calendar,
handbooks, forms, etc. We have added Raz Kids, TenMarks, Achieve 3000, iXL, to our repertoire of
adaptive software tools and implemented NWEA Measures of Academic Performance/Progress
(MAP) assessments in math and English Languages Arts in grades 2-12. Our next steps include
further developing a clear philosophy and approach to the use of technology and to supporting
students in the intermediate and secondary grades in learning about the appropriate and strategic
use of digital/social media (curating an online presence and online etiquette). Further, professional
development has included and will continue to address effective classroom strategies for optimal use
of technology. We have also purchased additional programs such as Typing Without Tears and
Mystery Science to enhance curricular delivery.

3. Professional development is an ongoing need. Larchmont needs to develop a
properly tiered system that allows for more experienced teachers to continue to grow
while also providing the support needed for less experienced teachers. (School-Wide
Action Plan Goal #2, Professional Development supported this critical area of need).

PROGRESS, EVIDENCE, IMPACT ON STUDENT LEARNING
The midterm visiting team noted that in order to maximize instructional delivery, and provide cohesive
instruction for their students, Larchmont’s staff development program needed to be consistently
targeted toward supporting growth for teachers as instructional leaders, provide opportunities for
articulation between grade levels, and identify areas of growth through the analysis of data, teacher
observation, and evolving educational goals. The visiting committee further identified the need to
develop differentiated opportunities for teachers to grow and learn. Larchmont has taken numerous
steps to address these areas of critical follow up, described below.
Larchmont’s school-wide action plan addressed professional development by identifying the three
actions: 1) increasing vertical articulation in all subject areas; 2) refining assessments to make
learning expectations more clear and consistent and better tools to guide instruction; and 3)
deepening the integration of all subject areas in projects. Three additional actions were taken to
address the area of critical follow up as it related to differentiating professional development for
teachers: 1) a revised K-8 teacher development and evaluation process, 2) structural changes to
administrative and teacher leader roles and responsibilities as well as to professional development
time, and 3) the addition of a high school mentoring partnership with Bard College.
Administration described an outline for all staff meetings, which included analyzing student data and
sharing best practices. In addition, K-5 teachers have 2 daily grade-level planning periods where
students receive enrichment classes from another staff member in order to allow for best teach
practice and student support. Teachers of grade 7 and 8 are departmentalized and meet with
departments regularly.
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Since 2014, Larchmont has further strengthened its professional development by implementing a
weekly early release day to ensure regular time allotted within the school’s schedule and calendar to
support high quality professional development for all teachers. School leaders have worked to
provide differentiated support through a variety of breakout sessions at all school professional
development days. We have also tapped into teacher expertise by paying stipends and allowing
release time for teacher leaders to serve as instructional coaches part time. Lastly, we have
dramatically increased funding for professional development to enable teachers to seek external
training and bring it back to share with their peers. As mentioned earlier weekly Leadership team
meetings are a forum for the development of appropriate professional development, targeted
allocation of resources and provide a continual feedback loop for ongoing enhancement of our K-12
program.
4. English language learners need more program-wide support, including professional
development for teachers. (School-Wide Action Plan Goal #1, Closing Our
Achievement Gap, and Goal #2, Professional Development supported this critical area
of need)
PROGRESS, EVIDENCE, IMPACT ON STUDENT LEARNING
At the time of the midterm report the following steps to strengthen the program-wide support for
English Learners that had been taken since 2011 were noted:
●

●

●

●
●

●
●
●

●

As referenced in the 2011 self-study report, to support English Learners, teacher plan
individualized language instruction. The reader’s and writer’s workshops, word study, and
small group instruction in math as well as the integration of the arts and other visual tools
support students acquiring English.
During the series of professional development sessions focused on vertical articulation,
teachers not only identified the standards that are most challenging for English Learners and
each grade level in ELA and Math, but also identified instructional resources to target
identified skills. Vertical articulation also addressed expectations for English Learners across
content areas and grade levels. The professional development sessions on Universal Design
for Learning (UDL) also provided teachers time to identify teaching strategies that meet the
needs of English Learners.
As a result of the adoption of vertically aligned math curricula CPM and EDM, teachers
developed a common language for mathematics to consistently use across grade levels,
thereby supporting English Learners’ ability to process and acquire vocabulary specific to this
content area.
Larchmont instructional leaders (e.g. Heads of School) reached out to other schools to learn
about best practices for English Learners, particularly differentiated teaching strategies to
address their needs
They decided to restructure the former Kindergarten-1st grade multi level class, transforming
it into solely Kindergarten and TK. This structural change was partly driven by the need to
focus on language acquisition in the primary grades, since the majority of the English
Learners come to Larchmont in kindergarten.
English Learners in grades K-3 participate in reading intervention groups, designed to target
specific skills and strategies using language functions and structures.
In addition to during-school opportunities, Larchmont created additional after school
intervention classes for English Learners, whereby they receive targeted assistance in ELA
and Math.
By the 5th grade, most of our English Learners have been re-designated. English Learners
entering the middle grades receive differentiated ELD instruction and scaffolded academic
content instruction, including rich vocabulary development, reading comprehension skills, and
high expectations for student oral language development.
It is the expectation that English language learners who have been with the school
throughout their 6-8 career will be reclassified and prepared for success by the time they
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●

matriculate to high school. Should students require ongoing support with language
development – either because they did not progress at the targeted rate for reclassification or
because they recently joined the Larchmont community – Larchmont provides
accommodations such as tools and resources in-class along with specially designed inschool intervention classes.
At the high school level, English Learners are assigned a full course load of grade-level
content such that they track towards completing their complete set of required A-G courses,
supplemented by 1:1 or small-group language instruction during one of the eight blocks.
Additional support for English Learners in high school occurs during the foreign language
elective block for up to two years of high school (thus allowing them to fulfill their A-G
required two years minimum of foreign language requirement) and/or during the elective
block as needed.

Since 2014, Larchmont has further deepened its focus on supporting students for whom English is a
second language. While our percentage of English Learners is only 5% school wide, English is a
second language for more than 33% of our students. We have integrated in the new English
Language Development standards moving to portfolios and rubrics to track progress. We have also
done work school wide to ensure teachers are aware of their students’ English Language status and
of best practices in supporting English Learners. Academic vocabulary needed for students by grade
level to excel on the CAASPP assessment has been distributed to all teachers. Larchmont’s model is
highly aligned with research-based recommendations that support strong integrated English language
development. These include cooperative learning, small group instruction, inquiry-based instruction,
project based learning, interdisciplinary teaching, appealing to multiple intelligences and modalities,
etc. We are further strengthening our delivery of instruction to English Learners by providing all staff
with training on Thinking Maps and Academic Conversations. We are also capitalizing on time
throughout the day (reading groups, study hall, homeroom and academic advising time) for refining
designated English Language Development.
5. Formal adoption of a RTI program that complements the school’s PSST and SST
processes. (School-Wide Action Plan Goal #1, Closing Our Achievement Gap supported this
critical area of follow up)
PROGRESS, EVIDENCE, IMPACT ON STUDENT LEARNING
Larchmont has been building out its intervention approach. In the younger grades Larchmont already
has significant intervention supports built in to its model. These include having a lower adult to
student ratio with instructional aides in every room, with reading groups supported by reading
specialists and with highly targeted instruction at student's’ zone of proximal development in reading
and writing in particular. We have recently added in an academy program for students identified to be
at risk via their state or internal test scores and/or teacher recommendation. The academy program
is small group tutoring supported by adaptive software (Achieve 3000 and iXL) taught by credentialed
teachers after school at 3 out of 4 campuses and during study hall at our 4th campus. We also
conduct whole child check ins a couple of times a year where the entire team (teacher, enrichment
staff, administrator and any support staff) gather to look at and discuss how the child is progressing
academically, socially and emotionally. This communication ensures a highly coordinated and highly
personalized approach to intervening as needed to support all students effectively. Regular parent
conferences support home to school communication to coordinate support for students. We are
looking at layering in additional interventions including deepening the home to school collaboration to
support student progress, optimizing after school program opportunities to reach under performing
students, and expanding the use of adaptive software and tutoring by older students or support staff
to accelerate student learning. This is a list of some of the intervention programming in place.
●

The Larchmont After School Academy, which provides Tier II interventions several times a
week;
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●
●
●

●

●

Academic Advising at the high school level to partly support Tier II students who are assigned
to specific advisors, sometimes teachers, other times peers, to provide academic tutoring.
There are school psychologists at each campus support students with social skills classes
and behavioral therapy, including students without IEPs
We have deepened community partnerships with wrap-around service organizations such as
Hollygrove/Uplift Family Services, who work with Special Education students to offer support
services such as after school programs and counselors for periodic work with students with
emotional disorders.
At the elementary level, Larchmont has invested in online learning programs for Tier II
students. These include IXL - a math and language arts program, ReadWorks - vocabulary
program, Bookshare - online ebooks, Razzkids - reading support, and Reflex Math - math
program.
At the secondary level, online, A-G approved APEX Learning courses were provided to
students for both credit recovery and advanced learning (Algebra I and Pre-Calculus and
Algebra II).

Since the last full study, Larchmont has deepened the variety of supports and services offered to
students as a part of their Response to Intervention (RTI) approach, and continues to use the PSST
and SST processes to monitor the highly individualized response for each child.
ONGOING FOLLOW-UP PROCESS
Since 2011 and 2014, Larchmont has taken specific action to revise, clarify, and communicate its
Action Plan. Through its community and school wide strategic planning processes informing its
material revision to merge its schools, to renew its charter, to update its action plan for the WASC
midterm report and most recently to evaluate the efficacy of its grade configuration and leadership
organization Larchmont has continually refined its action plan. With the advent of the Local Control
Funding Formula and the requisite Local Control Accountability Plan (LCAP), Larchmont integrated in
its WASC action plan goals with the State’s 8 priorities to have one coherent plan.
PROGRESS, EVIDENCE, IMPACT ON STUDENT LEARNING FOR ACTION PLAN GOALS
Larchmont Leadership Teams identified the following school-wide goals during its 2011 accreditation
process, and shared out these goals once again with stakeholder focus groups. These are similar
and there is overlap with the critical learner needs (described above) that the visiting team identified
at that time.
1) Closing Our Achievement Gap, 2) Development of a Cohesive and Responsive Professional
Development Plan, 3) Addressing Issues of Classroom Space , 4) Develop Technology
Infrastructure, Improve Hardware and Software , 5) Developing the Language of Mathematics.
Progress on these goals was assessed through multiple measures including student achievement
and school performance data and stakeholder feedback via surveys and focus groups.
In the area of closing the achievement gap – key progress includes focused attention on English
Language Development, intervention, targeted parent outreach and awareness building at all levels of
the organization. Nearly all of Larchmont’s subgroups perform at or above the national average on
the internal NWEA MAP assessment administered twice annually and our subgroups significantly
outperform their counterparts in other area public schools. Nonetheless new common core
assessment scores on the SBAC reveal significant and, in some cases, growing achievement gaps
and the need for even further action to both halt and reverse these.
Regarding the development of a cohesive and responsive professional development plan, the school
has taken a number of steps toward this end. Specifically, Larchmont implemented weekly early
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release time two years ago to facilitate regular opportunities for professional development and
collaboration on data analysis and curriculum planning. Additionally, Larchmont has invested far
more in recent years increasing funding from $2500/year to $35,000/year to ensure high quality
professional development for teachers. New teachers receive more targeted support both during the
summer institute prior to school starting and throughout the year. In addition to teacher leadership
roles as cluster/grade level leads at the k-6 level we have introduced instructional coaches at the
secondary level. These expert level teachers in math and ELA have additional release time to
observe, give specific feedback and instructional support to their colleagues and design and deliver
high quality professional development. Lastly and perhaps most significantly we reconfigured the
grades served across campuses to fully align our two elementary campuses to serve K-4 facilitating
greater alignment for curriculum, instruction and professional development. We simultaneously
brought together all teachers teaching 5th-12th grades to better facilitate collaborative planning,
curriculum alignment and high quality professional development.
To address issues of classroom space we added two additional classrooms to our formerly K-3
campus to make it a K-4 while simultaneously downsizing the former K-5 campus by three classes
making both elementary campuses fully aligned K-4 sites. This had the effect of reducing crowding
on the former K-5 campus enabling that site to have a separate “kinderland” area, along with a music
room, library and sensory room. The sensory room, mindfulness training and a thoughtful positive
campus-wide behavior support plan were implemented to ensure conditions facilitated students
entering the classes calmer and ready to learn at this campus which has smaller classrooms.
Significant work was done at this campus to also clear out clutter and strategically streamline
classroom furniture and furnishings to optimize space. The day was restructured to ensure plenty of
recess time. We secured additional classroom and shared space at our 5-6 campus and continue to
partner with the park across the street to create outdoor classroom space for our athletic program at
our secondary campus. While space remains challenging, great progress has been made.
Larchmont has made tremendous progress in developing its technology infrastructure both in terms of
software and hardware. We have grown our inventory such that we now have a 3:1 ratio of students
to devices school wide and 2:1 in grades 3-12. In addition to acquiring many more Chromebook carts
we have also upgraded our wiring at our campuses to ensure reliable fast high-speed internet. We’ve
begun using a lot of adaptive software to target intervention and acceleration as needed (these
include IXL, Achieve 3000, Razz Kids, Tenmarks and more). We’ve also implemented the NWEA
MAP assessments in math and ELA school wide for grades 2-12 twice a year. This has given
students greater familiarity with adaptive assessments. All teachers now have Google Class Sites in
grades K-4 and utilize Google Classroom and PowerSchool in grades 5-12 enabling students and
parents real time access to class and homework assignment and grades strengthening home to
school communication. Larchmont has also utilized technology to strengthen all its operations from
data visualization software to online lunch/afterschool payment systems. Areas to continue to
develop here include getting to 1:1 at our 7-12 campus, ensuring digital/media literacy training for
students, staff and families, to support students in learning digital etiquette and responsibly curating
an online presence and supporting all teachers in growing their skills at using technology strategically
to support teaching and learning.
Larchmont has taken a host of steps to develop the language of mathematics school-wide. Since
2011 the school has taken a coordinated and strategic approach ensuring stronger alignment K-12.
This has included consistency across our elementary campuses in the utilization of Everyday Math
and across our 5-12 grades to utilize College Preparatory Math (CPM). Our accelerated math
program is unique in its ability to differentiate and facilitate students advancing a year in math. We
have strengthened this program by instituting a placement assessment ensuring equitable access
and accuracy in placement. With students advancing through the grades at Larchmont, teachers
have been able to observe clear patterns and identify gaps in our program. To this end, we have a
team of math teachers in grades 5-12 collaborating to continue to strengthen programming. Some
initial changes implemented this past fall include ensuring all 5th /6th grade students take CPM 1 (core
concepts 1) before advancing further. We had previously begun with CPM 2 (apparently at the
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publisher’s recommendation at the time of adoption) but have switched this based on clear feedback
from middle and high school teachers identifying gaps in understanding including of exponents, etc.
The team of teachers working on this are now looking at possible introduction of the Mathematics
Diagnostic Testing Project (MDTP) assessment for all students in grades 5-12 to assist in identifying
gaps for teachers to provide highly targeted intervention and ensure all students are thriving in math.
Stakeholders were informed of the school’s progress towards the goals set in both the charter petition
and the action plan and provided input on these goals and strategies.

Chapter III: Self-Study Process (1–2 pages)

●

Include a copy of the school’s schoolwide learner outcomes.
School-wide Learner Outcomes (SLOs)
We believe that this skill set and knowledge base must be encompassed by the character traits that
allow one to function ethically and successfully in the complexity of our social environment. The
combination of skills, knowledge, and character creates Larchmont’s Essential School-wide Learning
Results (ESLRs). A Larchmont Charter School student is one who:
●

Communicates: shares thoughts and ideas orally and through the arts, writes clearly, listens
to and hears others, expresses oneself respectfully.
● Seeks to understand: formulates questions, pursues answers, reads and thinks critically and
thoughtfully, is reflective, considers multiple perspectives of a world community.
● Demonstrates respect: for oneself, for others, teachers, for our school, for one’s family and
community, and for the environment, living beings, and the Earth’s limited resources.
● Takes responsibility: for one’s actions, for one’s words, for one’s learning, for one’s body, and
for each other.
● Perseveres: when problems cannot be solved readily or when faced with criticism and
disappointment, through challenges, by reflecting, trying harder or differently, and then trying
again until reaching a resolution.
The WASC Leadership Team for this self-study process included the Executive Director, the School
Leaders/Principals K-12, network staff and teachers and staff from across LCS campuses along with
input from students and parents. The primary avenues for gathering stakeholder feedback were 1)
focus groups, 2) surveys, 3) faculty/staff meetings, and 4) our site council structure, which includes
individual site councils comprised of grade level parent representatives on each campus.
The development of this full self-study WASC report is built on several preceding school wide
strategic planning processes with extensive stakeholder involvement. These included meetings and
strategy sessions in 2012-13 prior to a material revision to its charter to merge LCS and LCW into a
single school and build out its high school. This report also includes the process LCS went through in
2013-14 as part of its charter renewal, LCAP development and WASC mid term report process.
Following these and as mentioned elsewhere in this document, in 2014-15 LCS went through another
school wide strategic planning process examining the efficacy of the grade configuration across
campuses and the administrative leadership structure. This process consisted of surveys of all
stakeholders and town halls held at all campuses with both staff and parents. The result was the
recommendation and transition to a more integrated school with two K-4 campuses and a single
integrated 5-6 campus with all students then moving together for an integrated secondary 7-12
program led by fully empowered and accountable School Leaders/Principals.
Building off of these strategic planning processes and in preparation for this full self-study report, LCS
has engaged in multiple surveys (bi-annual) of all stakeholders (students, staff and parents) along
with meetings with its site councils and with all staff providing input in a mix of focus groups and home
groups meeting across multiple staff development days. These included time dedicated at the first
day of summer institute, 8/15/16 and then again on 10/26/16 and finally on 1/10/17 to provide crucial
feedback on Larchmont’s progress on its critical learner needs previously identified and where it
needs to focus improvement efforts going forward.
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Chapter IV: Quality of the School’s Program
Part A: What Currently Exists (10–20 pages)
Based on the school’s self-study and visiting committee findings, for each criterion in the following
categories:
A. Organization: Vision and Purpose, Governance, Leadership, Staff, and Resources
B. Standards-based Student Learning: Curriculum
C. Standards-based Student Learning: Instruction
D. Standards-based Student Learning: Assessment and Accountability
E. School Culture and Support for Student Personal and Academic Growth
●
●
●
●

Summarize an analysis of what currently exists and its impact on student learning
Highlight the areas of strength (if any)
Highlight the key issues (if any)
List important evidence about student learning from the self-study and the visit that supports
these strengths and key issues.

Note: When writing the analytical summary for each criterion, use the indicators as a guide to ensure
that all important aspects of each criterion are addressed (see the ACS WASC Accreditation Status
Determination Worksheet).

CATEGORY A. ORGANIZATION: VISION AND PURPOSE, GOVERNANCE,
LEADERSHIP, STAFF, AND RESOURCES
A1.

Vision and Purpose Criterion

To what extent a) does the school have a clearly stated vision and mission (purpose) based on its
student needs, current educational research, the district LCAP, and the belief that all students can
achieve high academic levels?
To what extent is the school's purpose supported by the governing board and the district LCAP further
defined by schoolwide learner outcomes and the academic standards?
INDICATORS: Use the following indicators as a guide to ensure all key aspects of the criterion are
addressed. Add any additional reflections based on the criterion.
Vision – Mission – Schoolwide Learner Outcomes – Profile: The school has established a clear,
coherent vision and mission (purpose) of what students should know and demonstrate; it is based upon
high-quality standards and is congruent with research, practices, the student/community profile data,
and a belief that all students can learn and be college and career ready.
Development/Refinement of Vision, Mission, Schoolwide Learner Outcomes: There are effective
processes in place to ensure involvement of all stakeholders in the development and periodic
refinement of the vision, mission, and schoolwide learner outcomes.
Understanding of Vision, Mission, Schoolwide Learner Outcomes, District LCAP: Students, parents,
and other members of the school and business community demonstrate understanding of and
commitment to the vision, mission, the schoolwide learner outcomes, and the district LCAP.
As previously stated, within their self-study, Larchmont Charter School (LCS) lists the following
Missions Statement and Vision:
Mission Statement: The mission of Larchmont Charter School is to provide a culturally, racially and
socio-economically diverse group of students with a neighborhood public school where they learn with
and from each other in an experience-centered, inquiry based environment. We foster creativity and
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social responsibility, and empower students to excel academically – guiding them along a path to
improve the world they inhabit.”
Larchmont Charter Vision: We seek to establish a diverse neighborhood school that is creative,
academically challenging and emotionally nurturing. LCS embraces and celebrates the diversity of
languages and cultures in our urban environment while retaining the close-knit feel of a neighborhood
school. As a parent-initiated school, LCS provides opportunities for parents to be actively involved in
the educational development of their children – as well as a safe and supportive environment for family
education and parenting so our community can come together to learn and grow.”
The mission statement states that the school is “culturally, racially, and socio-economically diverse”.
The school is racially diverse, with 29% Latino, 35% Caucasian, 5% Black, 21% Asian, 10% other.
These numbers generally represent those of their target geographic area (and LA county at-large). The
school’s cultural diversity is supported by the fact that students come from 83 different zip codes.
The self-study states that the school is inquiry-based and experience-centered. It was clear from visiting
school sites and speaking with students that they collaborated with their peers, were able to correlate
what they were learning to real world application, and invested genuine interest in what they were
learning.
It was not found in the self-study as to how research (based on needs or effective approaches) was
incorporated into the development of the mission or vision. The visiting committee would like to have
seen how the academic, social, cultural, etc. needs and interests of the target community were
incorporated into the development of the mission and vision. The self-study does not mention any
research conducted which validates their pedagogical approaches as being effective with their target
community or in accomplishing their goals, but the visiting committee did observe, through classroom
visits, the constructivist approach being used school-wide in grades K-12 lending a direct correlation to
being aligned to common core standards.
The school’s mission clearly demonstrates a belief that the students within the target community and
the students attending the school at-large deserve an exemplary education and can reach their
academic and personal goals. The vision states a need not only for an adherence to Common Core
practices, but the need for students to demonstrate creativity, pursue personal interests and inquiries,
and apply what they are learning to the world and to their unique communities.
In addition to preparing students academically, it is clear from reading the school’s mission/vision that
they celebrate and embrace diversity. They understand the importance of children having positive
interactions with students and community members who are different from themselves. The school also
desires to have the students harbor a feeling of belonging in their communities while simultaneously
encouraging the community to embrace the students and the school. The visiting committee was able
to see this diversity across all schools and witnessed a strong feeling of camaraderie and/or rapport
across students and staff. When looking at the school’s student populace via the self-study or the school
SARC, it is clear they have accomplished their mission of building a diverse community. Whether
looking at the area codes in which these students reside, ethnicity breakdowns, socioeconomic levels,
or percentages of English learners/SpEd students, it is clear that there are a wide variety of students
attending the school daily.
In regard to encouraging involvement and understanding from the community, the self-study states,
“through new family and staff orientations, Back to School Night presentations, invitations to run for site
council and ELAC elections, posting of board agendas and public calendaring of council and
governance meetings and distribution of handbooks, administration of regular stakeholder surveys and
meetings (parent coffees, town halls, staff meetings, etc.) stakeholders are informed of how they can
participate and engaged to participate in shared decision making.
When looking at student outcomes, the kids are dominantly successful in meeting their academic goals.
Students were observed as being truly engaged, understanding the purpose of major concepts,
collaborating with peers, demonstrating freedom of creativity, and demonstrating understanding on
formal assessments. Furthermore, students provided testimony of their feeling of belonging in the
school, their direct involvement with the community surrounding the schools, and their embracement
of student diversity. Some areas of focus for the school might be the 11th grade math CAASPP (67%
of students were not proficient) and AP exams (56% of students are not passing these). Latino and
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African American students are also struggling to demonstrate proficiency in the math portion of the
CAASPP at-large (especially when juxtaposed to peers of other ethnicities). It also seems that the
reclassification rate of EL students has been steadily decreasing going from 85% in 2011-12 to 28% in
2015-16. Again, however, the school is seeing overall academic success and seems to be achieving
their mission/vision, especially when looking at schools serving a similar populace/demographic of
students. .

A2.

Governance Criterion

To what extent does the governing board a) have policies and bylaws that are aligned with the school's
purpose and support the achievement of the schoolwide learner outcomes and academic, college, and
career standards based on data-driven instructional decisions for the school?
To what extent does the governing board delegate implementation of these policies to the professional
staff?
To what extent does the governing board monitor results regularly and approve the single schoolwide
action plan and its relationship to the Local Control and Accountability Plan?
INDICATORS: Use the following indicators as a guide to ensure all key aspects of the criterion are
addressed. Add any additional reflections based on the criterion.
Governing Board and District Administration: The district policies and procedures are clear regarding
the specific duties and roles of the governing board and district administration in their relationship to
the school and staff.
Understanding the Role of Governing Board: There is clear understanding about the role and
responsibilities of the governing board and the professional staff.
Governing Board and Stakeholder Involvement: Parents, community members, staff, and students are
engaged in the governance of the school.
Board’s Evaluation/Monitoring Procedures: There is clarity of the evaluation and monitoring directed by
the governing board and carried out by the district administration.
Complaint and Conflict Resolution Procedures: The established governing board/school’s
complaint and conflict resolution procedures as they apply to the school’s stakeholders are effective.
The self-study reports that the governing board of Larchmont receives an orientation and training to
ensure they are abreast of their duties, the mission/vision of the school community, and an overall
understanding of the school community. All handbooks and policies are annually reviewed by the
governing board. They also receive reports throughout the year which list student achievement and test
scores. This data is disaggregated to highlight unduplicated students and the successes of the school’s
target community. The governance board meets monthly to ensure that the school is fiscally sound by
conducting informal audits. Board meeting schedules are regularly posted (as are minutes) to ensure
the school community can keep up with board decisions.
Additionally, the self-study claims that members of the community (parents, students, local
citizens/businesses, etc.) are presented with ways in which they can maintain governance and
involvement. Some ways that the school informs community members of opportunities for involvement calendering
are orientations, town hall meetings, calendering of public events, and the distribution of written should be
materials.
calendaring
It is recommended that Larchmont clarify how board members are chosen in that they would be
representing 83 different zip codes. It would be difficult to develop a board that has an understanding
of the unique needs of such a diverse populace, and therefore the ways in which they are
chosen/elected, their unique roles and responsibilities, and the duration of their time on the board when
appointed is important. The visiting committee was able to meet with board members who were also
parents in addition to the board chair (who has children at the school). Listing all board members along
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with their roles in the community or their areas of proficiency/expertise as validation for the
nomination/appointment is recommended.
Although teachers being appointed to the board is not necessary, encouraging teachers to be present
at the meetings would empower them as advisors with a first-hand understanding of student and faculty
needs.
Larchmont has clear policies and procedures that are reinforced in the charter petition and LCAP
goals, annual governance training, onboarding of new board members and senior leadership.
Larchmont’s governing board annually reviews and adopts handbooks outlining policies and
procedures for community participation in site governance along with complaint procedures.
Larchmont’s governing board regularly reviews student achievement data, community engagement
and satisfaction and program effectiveness.
Larchmont clearly lists the ways in which the governance board is consistently made aware of school
performance, changes, financial stability, etc. It is difficult to determine from the self-study the ways in
which the governing board delegated implementation of policies to the professional staff. It is clear
that they continuously review and approve policies and ensure that the school is adhering to the
policies in which they wrote the petition. Again, however, the governance board’s role in
implementation is unclear. According to many teachers who spoke with the visiting committee, board
members are not regularly on campus (aside from board members who are parents and are therefore
on campus in that capacity). In order to ensure proper implementation of procedures and
understanding of school processes/needs, it is recommended that the board schedule regular visits to
the school and incorporate their observations from these visits into board meetings.
All information is covered regarding complaint and conflict resolution procedures has been covered..
Larchmont has a universal complaint procedure within their petition and in their handbook for
students and parents alike. This is annually updated and presented to parents each year when the
handbooks are distributed. In speaking with the faculty, there are uniform complaint procedures at
each site, the teachers feel comfortable in approaching their administrators to make requests or
complaints informally, and board meetings reserve time to hear from teachers and the community if
necessary.

A3.

Leadership: Empowerment and Continuous Planning and Monitoring Criterion

To what extent based on student achievement data, does the school leadership, parent/community,
and staff make decisions and initiate activities that focus on all students achieving the schoolwide
learner outcomes and academic, college, and career standards?
To what extent do the school leadership and staff annually monitor and refine the schoolwide action
plan and make recommendations to modify the LCAP based on analysis of data to ensure alignment
with student needs?
INDICATORS: Use the following indicators as a guide to ensure all key aspects of the criterion are
addressed. Add any additional reflections based on the criterion.
Broad-Based and Collaborative: The school’s broad-based, collaborative planning process is a
continuous improvement cycle that a) assesses data to determine student needs, b) collaboratively
determines and implements strategies and actions and c) monitors results.
Single School Plan for Student Achievement Correlated to Student Learning: The school’s Single Plan
for Student Achievement (SPSA) is directly correlated to and driven by the analysis of student
achievement data.
Staff Actions/Accountability to Support Learning: The school leadership and staff demonstrate shared
decision-making, responsibility, and self-reflection on actions and accountability for implementing
practices and programs that support student learning.
Internal Communication and Planning: The school has effective existing structures for internal
communication, planning, and resolving differences.
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Larchmont has multiple avenues for stakeholder and community input on school improvement. These
include regular staff and parent meetings, site council, ELAC, weekly school leader team meetings,
monthly board meetings and more. Larchmont also regularly communicates about the curriculum, the
program,student achievement and the overall health of the school through weekly e-blasts (newsletters)
and regular meetings. Feedback and input from the community is solicited and collected anonymously
twice annually via a school wide stakeholder survey of students, staff and families. There are additional
asneeded surveys and meetings conducted to get stakeholder input on the LCAP development, WASC
priorities and budget development.
Community stakeholders appear to be regularly updated about student achievement and have
opportunities to provide feedback about this achievement or ways in which student performance could
be improved. Additionally, Larchmont utilizes a data reporting calendar that outlines dates of periodic
review. This data is analyzed by the leadership team, teachers, and the board. The data is then
disaggregated to focus upon specific student populaces to ensure their success. Information obtained
through this review is used to make decisions regarding procedures and pedagogy, programs,
materials, processes, etc. For example, in speaking with the faculty, it was explained that data regarding
an overall lack of success on AP exams, the shortcoming of Latino/African American students on the
math CAASPP, and inconsistencies in EL reclassification has been used to validate purchases and
update processes. Furthermore, the board and leadership team have utilized data obtained through
surveys distributed to students, parents, and the faculty to drive decisions. For example, the visiting
committee noticed that in 2014-15, the faculty reported a lack of satisfaction with their leadership.
During this conversation, the teachers at the school justified the rationale for their lack of satisfaction
and explained that there has been a large and positive shift in morale due to leadership changes that
came about from this survey.
Larchmont actively engages staff in shared decisionmaking, responsibility, self reflection and
accountability to support student learning through all programs. Specifically staff are engaged
throughout the school year – beginning at summer institute and then through regular shared planning
time and weekly professional development to help design, assess and tweak as necessary the core
instructional program and any related programs to best meet the needs of students.Through regular
data dives staff reflect on the trends they see and how to modify instruction or provide intervention or
extension work. Their input here drives daily teaching decisions and in the aggregate informs program
and budget development as staff weigh in via surveys and observations on the effectiveness of current
curricula and programs. Survey responses demonstrate that more than 90% of staff feel responsible
and accountable for student performance.”
Although getting 100% buy-in from staff is arguably challenging when working with large staffs, any
data that could be provided regarding surveys done from the staff would be helpful. There is a need for
a formalized channel in which faculty needs can be heard.
In meeting with parents, it is clear to the visiting committee that there is a high rate of parental
involvement in the school and that a formalized and regularly-meeting parent group has been
established. The visiting team notes that the parents clearly have had (and maintained) a consistent
voice in the school. It is again noted that some board members have children at the school so they
maintain a vested interest in the success of Larchmont.
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INDICATORS: Use the following indicators as a guide to ensure all key aspects of the criterion are
addressed. Add any additional reflections based on the criterion.
Qualifications and Preparation of Staff: The school has procedures to ensure that staff members are
qualified based on staff background, training, and preparation.
Staff Assignment and Preparation: The school has a process to assign staff members and provide
appropriate orientation for all assignments, including online instruction and focused programs, to
maximize the expertise of the staff members in relation to impact on quality student learning.
Defining and Understanding Practices/Relationships: The school implements a clear system to
communicate administrator and faculty written policies, charts, and handbooks that define
responsibilities, operational practices, decision-making processes, and relationships of leadership and
staff.
Support of Professional Development/Learning and Measurable Effect on Student Learning: The school
effectively supports professional development/learning with time, personnel, material, and fiscal
resources to facilitate all students achieving the academic, college- and career-readiness standards,
and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
Supervision and Evaluation: The school implements effective supervision and evaluation procedures
in order to promote professional growth of staff.
It is clear that the Human Resources Director of Larchmont has clear processes and data-tracking
systems to ensure all teaching candidates are qualified for their positions/roles. Procedures have been
developed to ensure all necessary certification/compliance and that teachers are a good fit for the
school. Orientation, training, and new teacher on-boarding have all been developed and modified from
year-to-year. Furthermore, faculty members appear to have opportunities to provide feedback about
policies and procedures, especially in specific meetings at the start and the conclusion of each school
year.
However, in speaking with the teachers, they would appreciate the establishment of a formalized
process in which their voices and opinions can be heard throughout the year. This need is aside from
the aforementioned complaint procedures that have been established in the school. For example,
school sites may want to consider teacher meetings that take place with the absence of administration
in which opinions and needs can be consolidated and then communicated upward through a single
voice or established channel.
Teachers have two hours of weekly professional development to ensure growth. All teachers set annual
goals which are revisited periodically with administration. These goals are based on teachers’ selfidentified needs, areas of necessary growth identified by administration, and the needs of the teachers’
students.
Regarding evaluation, it is clear from speaking with the faculty that administration conducts informal
observations throughout the school year to drive coaching and support. This is coupled with annual,
formal reviews which take place twice a year. Administrators also receive formal observations which
are conducted by the Executive Director. It is recommended by the visiting committee that Larchmont
allows teacher and administrative involvement in the development of evaluation tools.

A5.

Resources Criterion

To what extent are the human, material, physical, and financial resources sufficient and utilized
effectively and appropriately in accordance with the legal intent of the program(s) and LCAP to support
students in accomplishing the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and
the schoolwide learner outcomes?
INDICATORS: Use the following indicators as a guide to ensure all key aspects of the criterion are
addressed. Add any additional reflections based on the criterion.
Allocation Decisions and Their Impact: There is a relationship between the decisions about resource
allocations, the school’s vision, mission, the schoolwide learner outcomes, the critical learner needs,
the district’s LCAP and the Single Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA), the academic standards, and
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the college- and career-readiness standards. The school leadership and staff are involved in the
resource allocation decisions.
Practices: There are processes operating in relationship to district practices for developing an annual
budget, conducting an annual audit, and at all times conducting quality business and accounting
practices..
Facilities: The school’s facilities are adequate to meet the students’ learning needs, support the
educational program (i.e., accomplish the vision, mission, and the schoolwide learner outcomes) and
are safe, functional, and well-maintained.
Instructional Materials and Equipment: The policies and procedures for acquiring and maintaining
adequate instructional materials and equipment, such as textbooks, other printed materials, audiovisual, support technology, manipulatives, and laboratory materials are effective.
Well-Qualified Staff: Resources are available to enable the hiring, nurturing, and ongoing professional
development of a well-qualified staff for all programs such as online instruction and college and career.
Long-Range Planning: The district and school’s processes for regularly and effectively aligning the
Local Control Accountability Plan (LCAP) with site resource decisions ensures the continual availability
and coordination of appropriate funds to support students’ achievement of the critical learner needs,
the academic standards, college- and career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide learner
outcomes.
Larchmont’s budget development process is grounded in reviewing our student achievement needs
and schoolwide goals (per charter, LCAP, WASC, SPSA, etc.). Site based resource decisions are
built into the budget development ensuring ongoing alignment.
It is clear from visiting the school sites and speaking with administrators, teachers, and students, that
financial allocations are made with the goal of addressing student needs and interests. For example,
the schools have developed a series of clubs, extracurricular activities, and events which are designed
to engage students and allow them to pursue unique passions and curiosities. Additionally, resources
and assistance for unduplicated students have also been addressed. English Learners are given
individualized attention through monitored student groups which meet regularly throughout the week.
The school has developed (and continues to develop) courses that are A-G certified. This decision
stems directly from needs or suggestions voiced by teachers, parents, and students alike. The school
feels that this A-G track is essential in developing a high school program which prepares and qualifies
students to enter the California collegiate system.
Larchmont has hired and maintained a counselor at the high school level. This counselor meets with
each student to discuss career or collegiate goals. He uses this information to provide individualized
advice to each student and/or to equip them with information/resources such as SAT preparation,
FAFSA application assistance, help completing college applications, etc. This counselor also meets
with high school students and advises them regarding which classes to take in order to complete credit
requirements, pursue interests, or challenge themselves.
At the request of students and parents, the school has also developed AP classes. Before a student
takes any of these classes, they first meet with the aforementioned counselor to ensure they are aware
of the benefits of taking the course in addition to the academic challenges correlated to it. Larchmont
explained that no student is restricted from taking these courses. The visiting committee noted that the
majority of students are failing these exit exams, the process of students enrolling in these classes
should be revisited. Students may be asked to write an essay demonstrating their intent to enroll, their
reasons for enrolling, and how they will pursue assistance or manage their schedule. Students are
given a two-week window to “try classes out” with the ability to drop the class without penalty; however,
there are students enrolling who are not academically prepared. The high school staff noted that
additional work needs to be done to prepare students to be successful in AP courses and exams. When
students met with the visiting committee, they made it clear that the school has not communicated
college enrollment as being the sole track that is set forth for graduates. Students noted that again, the
school counselor meets with each student to better understand their goals and ambitions for the future.
It is recommended that the school provides high school students with speakers/events that address
options for military enlistment, “career days”, etc.
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It is clear from visiting the school sites that students are given a variety of materials and outlets to
demonstrate understanding/proficiency. There were many students creating posters, art projects,
written assignments, or orchestrating group presentations. Is it the schools PBL/inquirybased/constructivist approaches that allow for this flexibility. It was unclear from visiting the schools or
reading the self-study how textbooks are chosen and adopted.
Larchmont clearly emphasizes the use of technology in the classroom. The majority of classrooms
visited were utilizing Google Classroom in addition to an array of other computer-based programs,
assessments, and resources. However, many teachers explained that the computer ratio for students
at the schools is approximately two students to every one computer. Therefore, the visiting committee
recommends Larchmont prioritizes the eventual attainment of enough computers for each student to
have one.
All stakeholders are given opportunities to participate in the development of the three-year outlook. This
ensures not only their current understanding of the school’s financial state, but also what is to come.
Teachers and administrators at the school agreed that vertical alignment exists both within and across
school sites. Students have developed an understanding of school expectations and approaches which
are universal across all grade levels. Students also recognize the increase in rigor and depth as they
get older in addition to cross-curricular connections within their own grade. Although this serves
evidence that the school clearly develops long-range plans. The visiting committee suggested that the
high school might research the benefits of implementing the Integrated Math track in place of the
Algebra track. This recommendation stems from the anticipated increased difficulty of the impending
California Exit Exam.
The school clearly outlines the ways in which they monitor their budget. This includes formal and
informal audits and monthly checks designed to ensure financial health.
Larchmont has high quality business and accounting practices utilizing a well defined process for staff
and the governing board with respect to the development and approval of the budget, the ongoing
monthly tracking of the financial health of the organization, auditor selection and review of the annual
audit and ensuring segregation of duties and sound accounting practices.
Across all of Larchmont’s campuses, the faculty has clearly worked hard to make the facilities
aesthetically pleasing, clean, and safe. In speaking with classified staff and administrators, it is clear
that there is an internal process for making complaints about school conditions or materials.

A6.

Resources Criterion [Charter Schools only]

To what extent has the charter school’s governing authority and the school leadership executed
responsible resource planning for the future?
Has the school developed policies, procedures, and internal controls for managing the financial
operations that meet state laws, generally accepted practices, and ethical standards?
Is the school fiscally solvent and does it use sound and ethical accounting practices
(budgeting/monitoring, internal controls, audits, fiscal health and reporting)?
INDICATORS: Use the following indicators as a guide to ensure all key aspects of the criterion are
addressed. Add any additional reflections based on the criterion.
Long-range Financial (and Other Resources) Plan and Stakeholder Involvement: The school
regularly involves stakeholders in the review of its long-range plan/capital needs (and other resources)
in relation to the school’s vision, mission, and schoolwide learner outcomes. Decisions about resource
allocation are directly related to the school’s vision, mission, and schoolwide learner outcomes.
Regular Accounting and External Audit Procedures: The school has written policy that defines
internal controls, contracts, regular accounting, and external audit procedures.
Processes for Implementation of Financial Practices: The school employs accountability measures
to assure that personnel follow fiscal policies and procedures.
Budgeting Process — Transparency: The school develops and monitors its annual budgeting
process to ensure transparency and stakeholder involvement.
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Adequate Compensation, Staffing, Reserves: The school governing body provides adequate
compensation to faculty, administrators, and staff; adequate staffing for the school’s program; and
reasonable accumulation of reserves.
Marketing Strategies: The school has marketing strategies to support the implementation of the
developmental program, including research and information to help develop future planning.
Informing the Public and Appropriate Authorities: The governing authorities and school leaders
inform the public and appropriate governmental authorities about the financial needs of the
organization.
Larchmont has clear auditing and monitoring processes/procedures regarding their financial health. All
stakeholders are given opportunities to participate in the development of the three-year outlook. This
ensures not only their current understanding of the school’s financial state, but also what is to come. A
budget development timeline is distributed to stakeholders in advance to ensure they are aware of
these moments for involvement. Larchmont regularly reviews employee compensation to ensure they
remain competitive in their salaries while still maintaining a sound budget. It is unclear if Larchmont
utilizes a salary scale allowing staff members to anticipate their salary further in their career.
Larchmont ensures that all of their staff, including classified staff, teachers, and administrators, all
possess proper certification/compliance in addition to applicable expertise. As mentioned in the selfstudy, administrators with understanding of professional development needs are intentionally pursued.
The hope is that these administrators will be able to identify PD needs for individual teachers and their
staff at-large. The teachers did share that they would like more opportunities for professional
development, especially formalized PD in the form of higher education tuition assistance.
With Larchmont has a wait list, their need for marketing in the form of recruitment is not dire. Speaking
with students and administration provided the visiting team with evidence that much of the school’s
enrollment stems from word-of-mouth. However, any research the school has conducted (or plans to
conduct) in regard to recent trends/practices which will be utilized for future marketing/planning is not
present in the self-study.

CATEGORY A: ORGANIZATION: VISION
LEADERSHIP, STAFF, AND RESOURCES

AND

PURPOSE,

GOVERNANCE,

Areas of strength for Organization: Vision and Purpose, Governance, Leadership, Staff, and
Resources (if any):
The visiting committee notes that areas of strength are in the constant and continuous support from
community stakeholders. The school hosts regular parent meetings and school site council meetings.
Larchmont has increased the number of AP and a-g courses for high school.
Key issues for Organization: Vision and Purpose, Governance, Leadership, Staff, and
Resources (if any):
The leadership staff and teachers seem very satisfied with their role at the school; however it is noted
that some teachers feel that Larchmont does not provide enough opportunities to move up in
leadership, they seem to hire from the outside.
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Important evidence from the self-study and the visit that supports these strengths and key
issues include the following:
Throughout the visit, the visiting committee’s conversations with stakeholders, i.e. parents, school
board and teachers were positive and affirming that they had appropriate input into the school’s
governance, vision and purpose.

CATEGORY B. STANDARDS-BASED STUDENT LEARNING: CURRICULUM
B1.

Rigorous and Relevant Standards-Based Curriculum Criterion

To what extent do all students participate in a rigorous, relevant, and coherent standards-based
curriculum that supports the achievement of the academic standards, the college- and careerreadiness standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes?
To what extent through standards-based learning (what is taught and how it is taught), are these
accomplished?
The self-study states that all Larchmont students participate in a rigorous, relevant, and coherent
standards-based curriculum that supports the achievement of the academic standards, the collegeand career-readiness standards, and the school-wide learner outcomes. These are accomplished,
through standards-based learning (what is taught and how it is taught).
The visiting committee observed that Larchmont implements relevant and rigorous curriculum utilizing
constructivist methods. This is specifically, seen as Larchmont monitors and assesses student growth
through their signature projects. This project is part of the school’s mission and supports of the idea of
creating lifelong learners. Having a project-based assessment like the signature project supports the
constructivist model that the school is modeled after. The visiting team observed student’s Signature
Projects at Hollygrove Elementary. The Signature projects begin in the primary grades, and are
carried out throughout each Larchmont’s student’s educational experience. Students are taught how
to think about community-based issues and come up with a way to solve them. As students move up
in grade level, they take broad issues and narrow them down to one of their interest. Teacher support
is also given to the students to help them be successful. As observed by the committee, scaffolding
for their senior signature project was evident in classrooms. Students were learning how to write their
thesis and come up with research questions to collect data on. When students reach their senior
year of high school, they are to present this project a group of school leaders.
INDICATORS: Use the following indicators as a guide to ensure all key aspects of the criterion are
addressed. Add any additional reflections based on the criterion.
Current Educational Research and Thinking: The school uses current educational research related
to maintain a viable, meaningful instructional program that prepares students for college, career, and
life.
Larchmont school leaders and all instructional staff utilize current educational research related to the
curricular areas to maintain a viable, meaningful instructional program for students. Specifically, all
the staff was trained in the new common core standards. AP teachers attend specialized training in
their content. The staff is provided with strategies in ELD, PBL and reading and math instruction from
cutting edge experts. In addition to external research, Larchmont uses internal achievement data to
inform instruction. Teachers utilize a wide variety of formative assessment in the form of checks for
understanding that provide a continuous feedback cycle to inform instruction. Additionally, Larchmont
began using NWEA MAPP in 2015-16 to provide a metric from 2nd to 11th grade in math and ELA
with a single RIT scale that allowed tracking of progress over time and has informed intervention
efforts for underperforming subgroups and students.
The visiting committee observed MDTP testing as a means to assess student math to be later
discussed at a math PD.
During the focus group the teachers reported that their have been several guest speakers that come
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and talk to students about their respective careers. The counselor also reported that he gives the
career zone test for students so that they can begin exploring career options.
The visiting committee can confirm that constructivist theory is the educational research that is
implemented school wide to prepare students for college and career. Students specifically, answer
inquiry based questions and have to develop their critical thinking skills. For example, in the
elementary level, an essential question was “What does cooperation look like?” This critical thinking
questions.
Academic and College- and Career-Readiness Standards for Each Area: The school has defined
academic and college- and career-readiness standards for each subject area, course, and/or
program.
Larchmont has defined academic and college and career readiness standards for all high school
subject area, course and/or programs. All course offerings are UC approved and the school facility for
7th-12th grade students has the requisite wet labs which are hosted at least twice a semester.
The visiting committee spoke with the college counselor and he stated that he takes students to
Pepperdine, USC and on various college field trips in order to widen student experiences. In addition
to college field trips, students are able to enroll in one of the nine AP (advance placement) classes.
Prior to enrollment the counselor reminds potential AP students seventy percent of AP coursework is
student led and will require student study efforts. Once students choose to enroll, they can drop the
AP course after four weeks.
According to the online UC course and meeting with the college counselor, it is evident that the
college counselor has completed core courses and APEX courses on the UC portal. The visiting
team observed that the college counselor closely tracks students’ A-G completion to ensure they are
on track for college eligibility. He also meet with HS seniors regularly to review potential college
choices based on their particular interests and academic choices.
The biology teacher reported that they dissected a pig and conducted several wet labs where they
extracted DNA, chlorophyll and other labs every week.
Congruence: There is congruence between the actual concepts and skills taught, the academic
standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
Larchmont’s model is highly consistent in that the school-wide learner outcomes of communication,
seeking to understand, respect, responsibility and perseverance are embedded in our instructional
program. The academic skills and standards of our UC approved courses are taught using a
constructivist approach meaning that students read texts then engage in Socratic seminars,
collaborative projects, reenactments, simulations, experiments and action research. This inquiry
based, hands on approach sparks students’ curiosity (seeking to understand). A premium is placed
on students’ ability to communicate effectively while working with peers on cooperative learning
projects, on writing and presenting orally in class. Service learning is woven through the curriculum
and is a key feature of the major projects students complete. This, combined with the community
service requirement, ensures students learn to take responsibility for the world around them. The
social emotional and personalized focus throughout Larchmont with intentional diversity, lots of
cooperative learning, small class sizes, longer blocks of instruction and a student centered approach
ensures respect is taught in all interactions.
The visiting committee observed that each school site has adopted the school wide learning
outcomes and made them applicable for each course.
Integration among Disciplines: There is integration and alignment among academic and career
technical disciplines at the school and where applicable, integration of outsourced curriculum into the
program so that curricular integrity, reliability, and security are maintained.
Larchmont’s model encourages interdisciplinary integration and teachers regularly plan and engage
students in interdisciplinary projects. The signature projects K-8 and the junior/senior research
projects are key examples of this. Teachers collaborate to ensure the standards are covered in a
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reliable and secure way when doing interdisciplinary units or single subject units and when utilizing in
house or outsourced curriculum. Additionally, at the secondary level, the counselor ensures use of
APEX or any other credit recovery or intervention program is supported as needed to maintain
consistency with Larchmont’s core instruction.
The visiting committee observed an alignment of the constructivist method through inquiry based
learning and group work. This was evident during classroom observations as scaffolding of the
essential questions prepared students for their signature projects. In addition, the visiting committee
observed students leading group work that question one another.
Articulation and Follow-up Studies: The school articulates regularly with feeder schools, local
colleges and universities, and technical schools. The school uses follow-up studies of graduates and
others to learn about the effectiveness of the curricular program.
As a K-12 school, Larchmont is uniquely positioned to be able to focus on articulation from
elementary through secondary. This has been a key focus in recent years and the feedback loop from
secondary has led to retooling elements of the math program scope and sequence and greater
emphasis on mastery of mechanics of writing and automaticity with math facts. Larchmont continues
to identify ways to deepen this articulation through whole staff/whole school professional development
days and summer planning time. Larchmont’s first senior class graduated in June of 2016 and the
college counselor has been in contact with the new alumni to gauge their sense of preparation for
college. The visiting committee observed that they do not have feeder schools. The college counselor
has had students visit colleges such as Pepperdine, USC, and other schools.
Future plans for graduation tracking will be implemented.
B2.

Access to Curriculum Criterion

To what extent do all students have equal access to the school’s entire program and are provided
assistance with a personal learning plan to meet the requirements of graduation and to prepare them
for the pursuit of their academic, personal, and career goals?
All students have equal access to the school’s entire program and are provided assistance with a
personal learning plan to meet the requirements of graduation and are prepared for the pursuit of
their academic, personal, and career goals.
The visiting committee observed that students are able to select AP courses that they are interested
in an exit out of the course if they change their mind. In addition, at the middle school level, students
are able to test into GATE or accelerated math classes based upon their assessment scores.
INDICATORS: Use the following indicators as a guide to ensure all key aspects of the criterion are
addressed. Add any additional reflections based on the criterion.
Variety of Programs — Full Range of Choices: All students are able to make appropriate choices and
pursue a full range of realistic college and career and/or other educational options. The school
provides for career exploration, preparation for postsecondary education, and pre-technical training
for all students.
Larchmont’s counselors meet with all freshmen to craft an individualized graduation plan. They do
this to better understand students’ interests and aptitudes for both college and career and then work
backwards to ensure a rich and rigorous high school program that prepares students to meet their
goal. Larchmont has a college center with lots of information and interns there to assist students as
they explore life after high school.
The visiting committee observed that Larchmont students are offered a full range of choices of AP
courses, elective courses and clubs that they can join. Students expressed the fact that they felt
prepared to take upcoming AP exams and could join AP courses if they needed to. The students also
expressed that they meet with their college counselor and his door is open to further provided support
on course options.
Accessibility of All Students to Curriculum, including Real World Experiences: A rigorous, relevant,
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and coherent curriculum that includes real world applications is accessible to all students through all
courses/programs offered.
Larchmont’s constructivist approach ensures real world applications are accessible to all students
through all courses/programs offered K-12. Larchmont utilizes a highly personalized approach that
seeks to access students’ prior knowledge and experience, and then connect to new material/ideas
that they’re exposed to by interacting with their environment. These interactions include reading texts
but also hands on interactive activities like experiments, simulations, action research, Socratic
seminars, reenactments and interdisciplinary projects. This personalized approach ensures both
access and support for all students to succeed. Larchmont ensures all students have access to all
courses including AP courses. Larchmont provides individualized support as needed (which its small
classes facilitate) through office hours, push in support staff for special education, academic advising,
and intervention.
The visiting committee observed that Larchmont’s AP courses include student inquiry based
activities. Teachers are able to connect constructivist methods to AP courses. In addition. it was
evidenced that all grade level teachers utilize an essential question to guide all student learning and
continued inquiry based learning. This is also evidenced in Ms. Choi’s junior seminar syllabus and
class expectations.
Student-Parent-Staff Collaboration: Parents, students, and staff collaborate in developing and
monitoring a student’s personal learning plan and their college and career and/or other educational
goals. (This includes the evaluation of whether online instruction matches the student’s learning
style.)
Home to school communication and collaboration between the school and families is a key part of
Larchmont’s model and mission. This is facilitated through family access to teacher websites K-12
and to the student information system for grades and Google classroom for
assignments/syllabi/expectations in grades 5-12. Student led conferences happen twice a year at the
K-8 level. Larchmont counselors meet with all freshmen to develop students’ individualized
graduation plan and then remain in regular contact with both students and parents about students’
progress sending out warning notices at the quarter for underperforming students. There are also
regular parent meetings at key times to ensure that parents transitioning from elementary to
intermediate, intermediate to middle and middle to high school as well as juniors and seniors have all
the key information regarding their student's’ next step.
The visiting committee observed parent and teacher collaboration at the Sunday focus groups.
Parents and teachers reported that they were able to communicate effectively with teachers about
their concerns. Parents also reported that they have a large impact on the school in order to be apart
of school decisions. However, there was no direct observation of teacher to teacher support.
Post High School Transitions: The school implements strategies and programs to facilitate
transitions to college, career, and other postsecondary high school options and regularly evaluates
their effectiveness.
There are regular meetings with counselors that students have following the development of their
individualized graduation plan as freshmen. Larchmont then has specialized meetings with juniors
and their parents regarding preparation for the college application process and are followed by
multiple meetings with seniors and their parents regarding the transition to college. Families are
issued timelines with key dates and requirements and the college counselor connects with all juniors
and seniors about testing, application, and financial aid timelines to ensure students are on track.
The visiting committee observed on their college counseling calendar the specific meetings that the
counselor holds with students regarding high school options. The college counselor also takes
students on field trips to view college options. However, there is no direct mention of a streamlined
career fair this school year.
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CATEGORY B: STANDARDS-BASED STUDENT LEARNING: CURRICULUM
Areas of strength for Standards-Based Student Learning: Curriculum (if any):
Hands on, inquiry based, personalization embedded in our constructivist model are an area of great
strength as is our K-12 configuration to be able to ensure a strongly articulated program K-12.
The visiting committee has observed the teachers as facilitators of instruction through constructivist
and inquiry based approaches.
Key issues for Standards-Based Student Learning: Curriculum (if any):
Deepen alignment K-12 and build out effective system of interventions to ensure all students are
achieving at a high level.
Important evidence from the self-study and the visit that supports these strengths and key
issues include the following:
The visiting committee has observed lesson plans, syllabus and student signature practice work
samples that demonstrate the inquiry based and constructivist approaches.

CATEGORY C. STANDARDS-BASED STUDENT LEARNING: INSTRUCTION
C1.

Challenging and Relevant Learning Experiences Criterion

To what extent are all students are involved in challenging and relevant learning experiences to
achieve the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide
learner outcomes?
To achieve the academic standards, the college and career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes, all students are involved in challenging and relevant learning experiences.
The visiting committee observed teacher bulletin boards and classrooms with specific school-wide
learning outcomes. Students were also able to state the school wide learning outcomes as a part of
their own character. As we observed student work on the walls there was relevant learning
experiences to help students achieve the learning standards such as the erosion, pollution, the
California Gold Rush and Cells.
Larchmont also monitors and assesses student growth through their Signature Projects. This project is
part of the school’s mission and supports of the idea of creating lifelong learners. Having a projectbased assessment like the signature project supports the constructivist model that the school is
modeled after. Signature projects begin in the primary grades, and are carried out throughout each
Larchmont’s students educational experience. Students are taught how to think about communitybased issues and come up with a way to solve them. As students move up in grade level, they take
broad issues and narrow them down to one of their interest. Teacher support is also given to the
students to help them be successful. As observed by the committee, scaffolding for their senior
signature project (senior research project) was evident in classrooms. Students were learning how to
write their thesis in order to form research questions in order to collect data. When students reach
their senior year of high school, they are to present this project a group of school leaders.
INDICATORS: Use the following indicators as a guide to ensure all key aspects of the criterion are
addressed. Add any additional reflections based on the criterion.
Results of Student Observations and Examining Work: The students are involved in challenging and
relevant work as evidenced by observations of students working and the examination of student work.
Larchmont has designed its academic program, including its master schedule, course list and
graduation requirements to ensure all students are involved in challenging and relevant learning to
meet all academic and college and career standards along with the schoolwide learner outcomes.
The visiting committee observed that students were asked relevant inquiry based questions in order
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to promote student constructivist thinking. For example, at the Fairfax campus there were two bulletin
boards that had inquiry based questions that student work responded to: 1) How do humans impact
the world? and How can we take care of the earth? In addition in the 10th grade English class it was
observed that students were creating their own inquiry questions and researching their own research
questions. Specifically, Principals (and the whole school leadership team) regularly observe
instruction in the classroom and look at student work to assess the degree to which this is occurring.
Grade level team and department meetings serve as an opportunity to norm on expectations, develop
rubrics,etc. Gap identification in the program across grades lead to the revamping of the CPM scope
and sequence in math for example. Seeing juniors defend their research proposals and then make
their final action research project presentations as seniors is an example of observing student work
and seeing evidence of both academic standard mastery and the ability to seek to understand,
communicate effectively, be respectful and responsible and persevere to accomplish something
great. The visiting committee observed in Ms. Choi’s classroom junior seminar published documents.
The students specifically researched social justice topics. In addition, as observed by the committee,
scaffolding for their senior signature project was evident in classrooms. Students were learning how
to write their thesis and come up with research questions to collect data on. When students reach
their senior year of high school, they are to present this project a group of school leaders.
Student Understanding of Performance Levels: The students understand the standards/expected
performance levels for each area of study.
Students understand the standards/expected performance levels through multiple avenues.
Students/families receive an overview of Larchmont’s curricular approach and expectations at the
start of their time at Larchmont and annually at Back to School Night. Additionally, classroom
websites, regular newsletters home with curricular corners, Google Classroom, and Syllabi at the
secondary level all provide students and families with a clear sense of the standards and expected
performance levels. Additionally, the learning objective for a given lesson is shared with students in
real time.
The visiting committee also observed students exceeding performance levels in math. For example,
the Selma campus has a 6th grade math class that is completing eighth grade common core
mathematics coursework. Students told the visiting committee that they completed a packet in 4th
grade, over the summer, to be identified and to move on the the advanced math.
The school’s instructional staff members differentiate instruction, including integrating multimedia and
technology, and evaluate its impact on student learning. The visiting committee observed the
instructional staff utilizing group work as a form of differentiated instruction. In addition, the visiting
committee observed students supporting students during their group work. For example, one student
asked another student if her definition of polynomials was correct and the other student confirmed her
response. Larchmont’s constructivist model is grounded in both personalization/differentiation and
tapping into students’ multiple intelligences by providing varied ways to take in and demonstrate
understanding of information. This comes in many forms with teachers K-12 using texts, roleplays/simulations, music, art, visuals, graphic organizers such as Thinking Maps and much more to
help students access information and demonstrate mastery. The visiting committee observed
Thinking Maps consistently used across all grade levels and campuses. For example, high school
students were utilizing a Thinking Map to formulate their research. The middle school level students
were making a Thinking Map using math concepts and the elementary school teachers were utilizing
Thinking Maps for brainstorming of math and English concepts. Larchmont has added technology in
multiple forms including using instructional technology such as document readers and projectors for
whole group direct instruction and Google Sites and Google Classroom to communicate assignments.
Teachers have also used technology in centers for students to use adaptive software for intervention
or acceleration, to use Chromebooks to conduct research or prepare presentations, to create blogs,
videos or other types of multimedia presentations. The visiting committee observed chromebooks and
iPads in some classes with a 2:1 ratio. However, there was an inconsistent usage and availability of
technology. Some teachers shared computer charts and some teachers used technology. A few
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students reported that they use computers for Kid Blog and News ELA. and testing. In addition, the
visiting committee observed students using computers for research in English classes.
C2.

Student Engagement Criterion

To what extent do all teachers use a variety of strategies and resources, including technology and
experiences beyond the textbook and the classroom that actively engages students, emphasizes
higher order thinking skills, and helps them succeed at high levels?
INDICATORS: Use the following indicators as a guide to ensure all key aspects of the criterion are
addressed. Add any additional reflections based on the criterion.
All teachers use a variety of strategies and resources, including technology and experiences beyond
the textbook and the classroom that actively engage students, emphasize higher order thinking skills,
and help them succeed at high levels. The visiting committee spoke to high school and middle school
students in a focus group and the students stated that they volunteer at community places to gain
real-world experience. The visiting committee also observed the impact that the school’s
constructivist methodologies and practices has impacted the student ability to think critically and ask
meaningful questions of each other.
Current Knowledge: Teachers are current in the instructional content taught and research-based
instructional methodology, including the integrated use of multimedia and technology.
All Larchmont teachers are current in the instructional content taught having received training in the
common core standards and Larchmont’s key research based instructional methodologies of
constructivism, project based learning, inquiry based learning, workshop model, etc. The visiting
committee observed inquiry based signature projects posted on bulletin boards. The committee also
observed students creating their own inquiry questions during group assignments at the high school
and middle school level. Teachers have received training in the use of Google Sites or Google
Classroom to facilitate home to school communication about instruction and curriculum. They all have
classroom technology i.e., teacher computers, projectors and access to laptop carts. They have
access to instructional software. Teachers plan in grade level teams or content departments to align
on expectations and integration of technology. Larchmont also has specialized technology that
facilitates speech to text and other tools for students with special needs. Larchmont continues to
expand its use of technology and build teacher capacity for effective use of a variety of strategies
including multimedia and other technology in the delivery of the curriculum. The visiting committee
observed students using technology to research inquiry questions that teachers gave students.
Teachers as Coaches: Teachers facilitate learning as coaches to engage all students.
Larchmont’s inquiry-based and project based learning model emphasize higher order questioning
among both students and teachers. Teachers act as facilitators during both whole group, small group
and individualized sessions with students. Instruction is focused on giving students authentic
experiences and prompting their thinking to carry the cognitive load through discovery, inquiry and
problem solving. This permeates the curriculum with Everyday Math and CPM which are hands on,
collaborative, discovery and game based math programs. The workshop model in reading and writing
has students working right at their zone of proximal development getting targeted support to push
their thinking and growth. Additionally, at the younger grades there are science and social studies
based projects that weave in reading, writing and math all about a single theme. Students learn to
make connections across the curriculum and learn through exploring while developing a genuine
interest in a bigger topic. At the secondary level this looks like Socratic seminars, debates, literature
circles, reenactments, simulations, experiments and action research. It is rare to hear a Larchmont
teacher give a student an answer. One is much more likely to hear Larchmont teachers and students
asking open ended higher order questions pushing each other’s thinking deeper and deeper. The
visiting committee observed teachers as facilitators of student learning. For example, there was a
drama class at the elementary level where students were working collaboratively to decide on a play
topic and assigning their own group responsibilities. The middle and high school students also noted
that group work has allowed them to respectfully communicate to peers about academic content. It is
evident that the constructivist approach has allowed teachers to train students on group work and
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facilitate student learning.
Examination of Student Work: Students demonstrate that they can apply acquired knowledge and
skills at higher cognitive levels to extend learning opportunities.
Larchmont’s emphasis on deeper learning aims at ensuring students aren’t merely memorizing facts
or algorithms by rote but rather are able to learn concepts deeply in order to apply them in varied
situations and novel ways. Signature projects at the K-8 level and junior and senior projects at the
secondary level are key examples of where students demonstrate their ability to organize, access and
apply acquired knowledge. Through signature projects, students are able to gather information and
create new understandings using tools to research, inquire, discover and communicate their
discoveries to others. These projects are them culmination of research, inquiry and discovery and
demonstrate students’ ability to collaborate and communicate knowledge. The action and service
learning components of these projects provide students authentic opportunities to apply their learning.
The visiting committee observed Larchmont signature project student work samples. The visiting
committee can confirm that this project is part of the school’s mission and supports of the idea of
creating lifelong learners. Having a project-based assessment like the signature project supports the
Constructivist model that the school is modeled after. Signature projects begin in the primary grades,
and are carried out throughout each Larchmont’s students educational experience. Students are taught
how to think about community-based issues and come up with a way to solve them. As students move
up in grade level, they take broad issues and narrow them down to one of their interest. Teacher support
is also given to the students to help them be successful. As observed by the committee, scaffolding for
their senior signature project (senior research project) was evident in classrooms. Students were
learning how to write their thesis and come up with research questions to collect data on. When
students reach their senior year of high school, they are to present this project a group of school leaders.
Students demonstrate higher level thinking and problem solving skills within a variety of instructional
settings.
Larchmont students from kindergarten through 12th grade are routinely challenged to demonstrate
higher level thinking and problem solving skills within a variety of instructional settings. In English
Language Arts, students are nurtured to be real writers from kindergarten forward through Writer’s
Workshop. Students are supported at their zone of proximal development to become persuasive,
organized and creative writers. These skills continue to grow through the grade levels as students
become increasingly powerful writers, debaters and presenters, showcasing their higher level thinking
skills through Larchmont’s constructivist “learning by doing” approach. Students are challenged to
learn through exploration, action research, discovery, inquiry, through interdisciplinary projects and
service learning. They are given authentic problems to solve across content areas from taking up
positions on different sides of historical conflicts to solving real world mathematical and scientific
questions through experimentation and inquiry. This happens across content areas (i.e. students in
music theory class learn to read music and ultimately compose their own score). These kinds of
performances of understanding are expected across the curriculum and a perusal of sample projects
and rubrics, classroom discussions, book talks and science and math investigations are strong
testaments to the strength of the students’ experiences. The visiting committee observed
constructivist learning in all classes. Students had inquiry questions that they had to find out the
answers to. For example, in the elementary school Biology class students were attempting to figure
out how the water was drained. In addition, elementary students were learning about persuasive
speech and thinking critically about persuasion. The chemistry class was also observed conducting
higher level thinking when assessing periodic elements
Students use technology to support their learning.
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Students utilize technology to conduct research and publish work using multiple media platforms
across grade levels. Samples include publishing parties at the elementary grades, Signature project
presentations particularly at the 7th-8th grade levels and final projects for seniors. The visiting
committee observed that students utilize technology to publish their signature projects. In addition,
the visiting committee observed students utilizing technology as directed by teachers to research on
school provided programs.
Students use a variety of materials and resources beyond the textbook.
Larchmont teachers expose students to varied sources that extend far beyond textbooks. Students
use guided reading and full libraries at our K-6 level and online sources like Newsela and Mystery
Science in the upper elementary. Elementary school students stated that they utilize NewsELA on
their school computers. . Students use our Chromebooks for researching accessing many online
sources of information. The visiting committee observed students at the high school level utilizing
their chromebooks to research self created inquiry research questions. Secondary students are
required to access data-based and original source documents for their senior projects. Teachers
integrate in multiple purposeful field trips and service learning activities to provide students with
authentic real world experiences. The visiting committee observed field trips at the Elementary levels
on. It is evident that students at the high school levels attend college fields trips to gain real world
experiences.
Real World Experiences: All students have access to and are engaged in career preparation
activities.
Larchmont students K-12 have access to developmentally appropriate career exploration activities.
These range from walking field trips to get to know about jobs in our community at the youngest
grades – visiting the fire and police stations, to career days in the upper elementary to internships at
the secondary level. Larchmont’s college counselor distributes internship opportunities to high school
students and seeks to match students with enrichment opportunities in keeping with their goals and
interests. Secondary students are also encouraged to connect with mentors in their chosen fields of
study for their senior research projects. Finally, Larchmont is seeking to develop an in-house
internship program in the years ahead. The visiting committee observed that the lower grade levels
take field trips to gain real world experiences as one of the teachers was asking students about field
trip slips and another field trip date was on another teacher board. The visiting committee also
reviewed junior seminar research projects that ask students to examine real-world experiences. The
visiting committee did not observe or students and staff did not state that there was a career day or
internships.
Areas of strength for Standards-Based Student Learning: Instruction (if any):
As observed by the visiting committee, Larchmont excels at providing students with real world, hands
on learning experiences that push students to carry the cognitive load and spark their interest and
curiosity in learning about the world around them and how to impact it. Larchmont excels at having
teachers take a constructivist approach K-12 across content areas to stimulate students’ curiosity and
engage them in deeper learning with real world applications.
The visiting committee observed, that through teacher facilitation of student learning and
constructivist strategies and thinking , that it is evident that students think critically about academic
and community concepts.
Key issues for Standards-Based Student Learning: Instruction (if any):
Larchmont continues to build out its approach to utilizing technology and multi-media in the classroom
and to building out real world opportunities for learning at the secondary level including internship and
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service learning opportunities. Larchmont is assessing our success at preparing students to thrive in
college and career in order to continually refine and strengthen it.
The visiting committee observed a need for consistent usage of technology to tap into student
constructivist thinking.
Important evidence from the self-study and the visit that supports these strengths and key
issues include the following:
The visiting committee observed teachers facilitating student constructivist thinking through inquiry
based research and critical thinking at all grade levels in teacher lessons, signature projects and
student ability to think and communicate.

CATEGORY D. STANDARDS-BASED STUDENT LEARNING: ASSESSMENT AND
ACCOUNTABILITY
D1.

Using Assessment to Analyze and Report Student Progress Criterion

To what extent does the school use a professionally acceptable assessment process to collect,
disaggregate, analyze, and report student performance data to the school staff, students, parents, and
other stakeholders?
INDICATORS: Use the following indicators as a guide to ensure all key aspects of the criterion are
addressed. Add any additional reflections based on the criterion.
Professionally Acceptable Assessment Process: The school staff uses effective assessment processes
to collect, disaggregate, analyze, and report student performance data.
Monitoring and Reporting Student Progress: The school informs and creates understanding through
effective processes in order to keep district, board, parents, and the business and industry community
informed about student progress toward achieving the academic standards, the college- and careerreadiness standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
Monitoring of Student Growth: The school has an effective system to determine and monitor all
students’ growth and progress toward meeting the academic standards, the college- and careerreadiness standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes, including a sound basis upon which
students’ grades are determined and monitored.
Larchmont has worked over the years to yield greater reliability in its grading. Teachers use standards
based grading and communicate in advance the expectations and requirements for attaining different
performance levels. Student growth and progress is monitored through multiple measures including
grades, teacher observation, and periodic school wide assessments such as the NWEA MAPP
assessment. Additionally, CAASPP data is reviewed by all staff and is an opportunity to check for
alignment in assessment outcomes. At the high school level, the college counselor closely tracks
students A-G completion in order to ensure students are on track for college eligibility. All teachers
embed opportunities for students to learn and showcase their mastery of the school-wide learner
outcomes into their curriculum. As observed by the visiting committee, students present their mastery
through project-based learning and various formative and summative assessments.
Larchmont has a variety of assessments and protocols for the analysis of data K-12. Teachers use
many formative assessments and check for understanding to inform their instruction in real time.
Additionally, at the K-4 level teachers utilize Fountas and Pinnell to evaluate students’ literacy skills
and target instruction accordingly. As observed by the visiting committee, Larchmont teachers create
an environment in which students are grouped together in various ways (heterogenous or homogenous)
to support each other in their reading goals. Even though the teacher offers support, students are highly
supported by their peers, which is a testament to the constructivist model. They also utilize the Lucy
Calkins writing rubric assessment and Everyday Math unit assessments to assess students’ writing and
math performance respectively.
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At the 2nd through 11th grade levels teachers utilize NWEA MAPP assessments in math and ELA that
is administered as a diagnostic in the fall and also in late February to assess progress. These nationally
normed assessments with a single RIT scale allow staff to analyze growth over time and as indicators
of how well Larchmont is serving all subgroups. The NWEA MAPP assessment, along with analysis of
state CAASPP scores at the 3rd-8th and 11th grade levels, helps identify students for intervention.
Moreover, it assesses the effectiveness of intervention programming. When speaking with the staff,
these assessments help them to plan out their curriculum and group students in a way that assists
them with the standards they need assistance with. To assist teachers with the data, administration has
set up, teachers have received professional development in data analysis. In addition to that, time is
regularly allocated to analyze data by subgroup, individual student and strand to identify patterns and
inform instruction. Larchmont teachers meet together for discussion on Wednesdays. They expressed
that students are released early on Wednesdays, and they meet as a grade level team to look at data
to drive their instruction. Another form of testing used in the classroom, as observed by the committee,
is the MDTP (Mathematics Diagnostic Testing Project) assessment. This assessment is administered
by the K-12 during one class period. After all students complete the assessment, the data is collected
and then analyzed by the math teachers in professional development.
Larchmont also monitors and assesses student growth through Signature Projects. This project is part
of the school’s mission and supports of the idea of creating lifelong learners. Having a project-based
assessment like the signature project supports the constructivist model that the school is modeled after.
Signature projects begin in the primary grades, and are carried out throughout each Larchmont’s
students educational experience. Students are taught how to think about community-based issues and
come up with a way to solve them. As students move up in grade level, they take broad issues and
narrow them down to one of their interest. Teacher support is also given to the students to help them
be successful. As observed by the committee, scaffolding for their senior signature project was evident
in classrooms. Students were learning how to write their thesis and come up with research questions
to collect data on. When students reach their senior year of high school, they are to present this project
a group of school leaders.
Larchmont communicates its expectations and actual performance outcomes on both academic criteria
and school-wide learner measures at new family and staff orientations, back to school nights, during
parent teacher conferences, and in home to school communications. Public progress reports are made
to the board at regular intervals and include sharing of how well students across subgroups are meeting
academic and college and career readiness standards as well as school-wide learner outcomes.
Additionally, Larchmont hosts regular parent meetings and sends relevant parent communication
informing parents of its approach to assessment. This is also done as a community through parent
coffee on campus.

D2.

Using Assessment to Monitor and Modify Learning in the Classroom Criterion

To what extent do teachers employ a variety of formative and summative strategies to evaluate student
learning?
To what extent do students and teachers use these findings to modify the learning/teaching practices
to improve student learning?
INDICATORS: Use the following indicators as a guide to ensure all key aspects of the criterion are
addressed. Add any additional reflections based on the criterion.
Appropriate Assessment Strategies: Teachers consistently use appropriate formative and summative
strategies to measure student progress and guide classroom instruction.
Demonstration of Student Achievement: Teachers use the analysis of assessments to guide, modify
and adjust curricular and instructional approaches.
Student Feedback: Student feedback is an important part of monitoring student and classroom progress
over time based on the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the
schoolwide learner outcomes. Interviews and dialogue with representative students inform the degree
to which learning experiences are understood and relevant in preparing students for college, career,
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and life.
Larchmont teachers are constantly checking for understanding by utilizing student work along with other
formative and summative assessment strategies to measure student progress and guide classroom
instruction. At the K-4 level this includes teachers conferencing with individuals and small groups at
students’ zone of proximal development in both reading and writing. Students are formally assessed
using the Fountas & Pinnell assessment three times a year to assess growth in reading and using the
Lucy Calkins writing rubric for on-demand writing twice a year. NWEA MAPP assessments in both ELA
and Math complement this data in grades 2-11. Everyday Math unit assessments along with daily
observation of student work gives teachers real time information on how well students are mastering
math standards. At the 5-12 level, teachers utilize a variety of methods and are supported by NWEA
MAPP assessments, CPM unit assessments, and teacher created signature and senior hallmark
project rubrics. Larchmont is continually reviewing the effectiveness of its assessments to ensure
teachers have access to real time meaningful data to drive instruction. Perhaps the strongest indicator
that teachers are using effective, appropriate and sufficiently frequent assessment strategies, is the
alignment seen between the grades students receive and the external assessment scores.
Larchmont provides significant planning time for staff to collaborate because teacher developed
curriculum is a key part of their program. Principals facilitate whole staff “data dives” to analyze periodic
assessment data from NWEA MAPP testing, and summative data from the CAASPP. Additionally,
grade level teams at the K-6 level and content area/department teams at the 7-12 level collaborate to
identify trends seen in the classroom, and adjust curriculum and instructional approaches as needed.
Their analysis is supported by the Curriculum Coordinators and Instructional Coaches on all campuses.
The two groups take the information gathered, and help teachers implement the best ways to teach
their students. At the K-4 level this type of data analysis develops the formation of small groups for
reading, which are intentionally fluid to be adaptive as students master concepts at different paces.
The collaboration across grade levels has led to shifts in the program such as sequencing of math,
forming collective reading groups, and creating linear alignment of projects.
Larchmont students, particularly at the K-8 level, participate annually in a process of developing
community agreements by reflecting on what the school-wide learner outcomes (or ESLRs) look like in
action in their classroom and on their campus. These discussions result in a classroom constitution or
community agreements. The agreements are combined with an ever-present focus on the school wide
learner outcomes. They energize student learning and support bringing the school’s hands-on, inquirybased learning to life by supporting student understanding of expectations for performance. At the high
school levels, students follow the Be expectations. This is an extension of the ESLR’s that are more
relatable at the secondary level. Student surveys confirm that students have a clear understanding of
academic and ESLR/Be expectations. When observing student teacher interaction, the visiting
committee saw a strong positive rapport. The school wide learner outcomes possessed a sense of
effective communication, respect, understanding, taking responsibility for each other and the world,
and perseverance in the face of adversity. The committee also noticed that student feedback was
analyzed at regular intervals via stakeholder surveys in grades 2-12. These surveys are anonymous
and provide vital feedback to leadership on students’ perceptions of what’s working and what needs
improvement on their campus.

D3.

Using Assessment to Monitor and Modify the Program Schoolwide Criterion

To what extent does the school, with the support of the district and community, have an assessment
and monitoring system to determine student progress toward achievement of the academic standards,
the college- and career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes?
To what extent does the system drive the school’s program to continually improve and to allocate
resources to effectively meet student needs?
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INDICATORS: Use the following indicators as a guide to ensure all key aspects of the criterion are
addressed. Add any additional reflections based on the criterion.
School Assessment and Monitoring Process: The following stakeholders are involved in the
assessment and monitoring process of student progress: district, board, staff, students, parents, and
the business and industry community.
Curriculum-Embedded Assessments: The school regularly examines and analyzes standards-based
curriculum-embedded and standardized assessments for English language and mathematics in all
subject areas.
Schoolwide Modifications Based on Assessment Results: The school uses assessment results to make
changes in the school program, professional development activities, and resource allocations
demonstrating a results-driven continuous process. The school periodically assesses its curriculum and
instruction review and evaluation processes. The school employs security systems that maintain the
integrity of the assessment process.
Larchmont regularly communicates student progress and organizational health to the community
through their Principals and regular public board meeting presentations. Larchmont also involves
stakeholders in assessing and monitoring their progress in a multitude of ways. Larchmont gathers
anonymous 360-degree feedback biannually through stakeholder surveys of parents, students (grades
2-12), and all staff. Additionally, Larchmont’s engagement with the greater community ensures an
external feedback loop on their students’ performance via their projects.
Larchmont has a Data Manager specifically dedicated to gathering and facilitating the analysis and
utilization of academic achievement data. Through professional development meetings, an in depth
review of CAASPP results and NWEA MAPP results are done by all of the staff. Throughout the year,
the entire school examines and analyzes standardized assessments. Additionally, teachers in grade
level teams and departments analyze ongoing assessment data to drive their instruction. Fountas &
Pinnell, Lucy Calkins, Everyday Math Unit Assessments inform instruction at the K-4 level. In grades
6-12, it is a mix of NWEA MAPP assessment data, CPM Unit Assessment data, MDTP data, and
teacher assessments of both math and ELA. Moreover, teachers use students’ PSAT and CAHSEE
data at the high school level to track eligibility for graduation completion.
Analysis of achievement data has led to changes in resource allocation and professional development
focus. Specifically, around ELD, Larchmont has identified a significant gap in performance not just for
ELs but also the much larger group at Larchmont of students for whom English is not their first language
(IFEP’d, RFEP’d and EL students). This has led to a school wide professional development focus on
best practices in ELD, Thinking Maps, Academic Conversations, etc. As observed by the visiting
committee, all teachers are using Thinking Maps in their classrooms now to help support their EL
students, as even their non-Els. The performance gap has also resulted in the development and rollout
of new progress monitoring tools for ELD aligned to the new standards. Achievement data results have
also led Larchmont to retool the sequence of its math program. Teacher collaboration on data analysis
across grades revealed consistent gaps resulting from students not receiving instruction in CPM1. This
led to the change instituted in the 2016-17 school year ensuring all students receive instruction in CPM1
in 5th grade.
Larchmont engages in ongoing review of the effectiveness of programs through multiple measures.
Administrators observe all classes twice a year, and give feedback to teachers on what they see they
are doing well, and what needs improvement. The administrators regularly review student performance
data including grades and assessment data (triangulating when possible) to assess the effectiveness
of different programs. Counselors also meet regularly with students high school students to discuss
their progress and if they are on track in terms of course completion and credits required for graduation
eligibility. Another measurement of effectiveness, is the 360-degree stakeholder surveys that provide
feedback on Larchmont’s curriculum, instruction, and programs. Larchmont has invested in
supplemental curriculum, assessments, and professional development. Teachers have also made
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personnel and scheduling adjustments as needed in response to data concerning program
effectiveness.

CATEGORY D: STANDARDS-BASED STUDENT LEARNING: ASSESSMENT AND
ACCOUNTABILITY
Areas of strength for Standards-Based Student Learning: Assessment and Accountability (if
any):
There is a school wide, single system of assessment in NWEA MAP math and ELA assessments in
grades 2-11 twice annually. Larchmont has utilized the MDTP diagnostic to help dissect student
progression and gaps in learning. Larchmont uses assessment data (both formative and summative)
to ensure that instruction is at the students’ zone of proximal development for reading and writing
instruction K-4, math placement in 4-8th ,and intervention program placement K-12.
Key issues for Standards-Based Student Learning: Assessment and Accountability (if any):
Larchmont will need to continue to examine NWEA MAP to determine if it’s the most effective measure
of academic progress in math and ELA. After exploring MDTP for the first time, Larchmont teachers
and administration need to determine how best to align the curriculum for mathematics with NWEA
MAP testing in order to identify gaps in learning. To help the progression of student success in all grade
levels, Larchmont teachers need to write report card comments outlining student strengths and needs,
so that the path of learning is clear for the following year.
Important evidence about student learning from the self-study and the visit that supports these
strengths and key issues include the following:
Larmont utilizes data to drive instruction and leveled books. This leads to personalized instruction for
each student.

CATEGORY E. SCHOOL CULTURE AND SUPPORT FOR STUDENT PERSONAL
AND ACADEMIC GROWTH
E1.

Parent and Community Engagement Criterion

To what extent does the school leadership employ a wide range of strategies to encourage family,
business, industry, and community involvement, especially with the learning/teaching process?
INDICATORS: Use the following indicators as a guide to ensure all key aspects of the criterion are
addressed. Add any additional reflections based on the criterion.
Regular Parent Involvement: The school implements strategies and processes for the regular
involvement of all stakeholder support groups in the learning/teaching process, including parents of
non-English speaking, special needs, and online students.
Use of Community Resources: The school uses business, industry, and community resources to
support students, such as professional services, business partnerships, guest speakers, job fairs, field
trips to local employers, and evaluation of student projects and classroom presentations.
Larchmont’s Principals serve on area neighborhood councils to maintain relationships with business
and other community members outside of the school,the Board of Education is also comprised of
business and community members that serve through a nominating process. Principals and staff also
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engage with the community in a myriad of ways including through projects, field trips, and
partnerships. Industry experts, college representatives and parents with unique careers are invited
into the classroom to share their expertise with students, including a former Congressman, scientists,
artists, and Caltech professors. The visiting committee met with parents, board members, teachers,
and students to discuss the ongoing community projects and the close knit community the school
promotes and provides.
Larchmont was founded by parents. Since its inception, parents have been integral to the school,
including having representation on the school board. In addition to home communication from both
classroom teachers with class websites and weekly newsletters from Principals, Larchmont also
hosts regular parent coffees with School Leaders and parent workshops. Larchmont provides
translation and does targeted outreach, historically in Head Start programs but also in other aspects,
to non-English speaking parents in multiple ways and in particular to gather their input through
translated anonymous stakeholder surveys conducted biannually.
Larchmont solicits and employs business and community resources to support and extend learning.
This occurs through projects, field trips, and guest lectures. Students regularly interact with
community agencies as part of their signature project work. For example, contacting a neighborhood
homeless shelter to forge a partnership and providing volunteer support, as well as outreach to an
animal shelter to promote pet adoption and partnering with Heal the Bay to participate in a beach
cleanup. Larchmont’s parents share their particular expertise to extend learning for students by
serving as guest lecturers/instructors for enrichment classes. Specific examples include an Los
Angeles Times reporter who ran a journalism class and a near expert level competitive chess player
teaching a chess class. Larchmont board members with a wide range of outside business expertise
are invited to help judge junior research proposals and defenses of senior hallmark projects.

E2.

School Environment Criterion

To what extent is the school a safe, clean, and orderly place that nurtures learning?
To what extent does the school have a culture that is characterized by trust, professionalism, high
expectations for all students, and a focus on continuous school improvement?
INDICATORS: Use the following indicators as a guide to ensure all key aspects of the criterion are
addressed. Add any additional reflections based on the criterion.
Safe, Clean, and Orderly Environment: The school has existing policies and regulations and uses its
resources to ensure a safe, clean, and orderly place that nurtures learning, including internet safety.
High Expectations/Concern for Students: The school demonstrates caring, concern, and high
expectations for students in an environment that honors individual differences and is conducive to
learning.
Atmosphere of Trust, Respect and Professionalism: The school has an atmosphere of trust, respect,
and professionalism.
Larchmont has clear policies outlined in its handbook regarding physical, cyber, and emotional safety.
The school’s facilities and technician ensure all sites and devices are safe, functioning and compliant
(utilizing firewalls and blocking unsafe sites). Evacuation maps, emergency plans, training,
procedures, drills and supplies are in place at all sites in the event of any disaster or emergency.
Larchmont has a strong focus on social emotional development K-12. Students are taught pro-social
skills including celebration of diversity, inclusive compassionate communication and conflict resolution
through Council K-8 and counseling and advisory type structures at the 7-12 level. Outside experts
are brought in for both parent and student education at the 5-8 levels to address issues of bullying
and drug abuse prevention. Ninth grade PE teachers also teach students proactively about these
issues and overall health and wellness. Surveys of students in grades 2-12 report low levels of
bullying and high levels of effective staff responsiveness when there are instances of bullying.
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A core part of Larchmont’s mission is to serve an intentionally diverse community and have students
learning with and from each other. This means it is core to their mission to nurture a caring
environment of high expectations for all students while honoring individual differences. This
manifests in many ways including the focus on social and emotional development from K-12. All
Larchmont students are treated with respect in a student centered, high performing and warm
environment that explicitly teaches students to honor differences of all kinds. Events like the annual
World Fair celebrate the rich diversity of cultures at Larchmont and the texts and projects teachers
select often serve to honor the varied backgrounds of our students.
Larchmont has a high degree of trust, respect and professionalism. This is evidenced by feedback in
stakeholder surveys conducted biannually. It is observable in the high degree of collaboration among
staff, parents and leaders and the diminishing level of conflict and complaints among stakeholders.
Growing this level of trust has been a big focus following the merger, which understandably had
created a degree of organizational tumult.

E3.

Personal and Academic Support Criterion

To what extent do all students receive appropriate academic support and intervention to help ensure
school, college, and career success.
To what extent do students with special talents and/or needs have access to a system of personal
support services, activities, and opportunities at the school, and how are they enhanced by business,
industry, and the community?

INDICATORS: Use the following indicators as a guide to ensure all key aspects of the criterion are
addressed. Add any additional reflections based on the criterion.
Adequate Personalized Support: The school has available and adequate services to support student’s
personal needs.
Support and Intervention Strategies Used for Student Growth/Development: Strategies are used by the
school leadership and staff to develop and implement personalized approaches to learning and
alternative instructional options.
Support Services – Interventions and Student Learning: The school leadership and staff ensure that
the support services and related activities have a direct relationship to student involvement in learning
based on the academic standards and the schoolwide learner outcomes, e.g., within and outside the
classroom, for all students, including the EL, GATE, special education, and other programs.
Equitable Support to Enable All Students Access to a Rigorous Curriculum: Through the use of
equitable support all students have access to a challenging, relevant, and coherent curriculum.
Co-Curricular Activities: The school ensures that there is a high level of student involvement in curricular
and co-curricular activities that link to the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness
standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
Larchmont has extensive student support services. Larchmont partners with Uplift Family Services, a
former orphanage located on the same site as the Larchmont campus Hollygrove - and other
agencies to provide referral and additional support to students and families. In addition to a Director
of Student Support Services, Larchmont has multiple school psychologists, counselors, and support
staff providing both mental health and personal counseling. The counselors at the secondary level
primarily provide academic support to students in fulfilling their individualized graduation plan and
preparing for college and career. Larchmont provides a myriad of academic support including
intervention academies, learning lab, and academic advising to students struggling academically.
Larchmont conducts annually required health screenings and connects families with outside
resources as needed following these and at any other time health needs surface. They are
continually reflecting on how to better support students academically, socially and emotionally and
continue to refine programming accordingly.
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Personalization is an integral part of Larchmont’s approach for students. Key strategies include using
data to drive instruction both to provide differentiated assignments and strategically use homogenous
and heterogeneous grouping. Larchmont also utilizes adaptive software to provide both intervention
and enrichment for students at their zone of proximal development in both ELA and math.
Larchmont’s constructivist approach taps into students’ prior knowledge, facilitating them to make
connections with new input and building understanding from there. Project-based learning ensures
hands on and inquiry based learning ensures that student questioning drive learning. Small class
sizes ensure teachers know students well and at the secondary level the counselors provide another
layer of support individualizing their tack with each student to ensure needs are met. Examples of
this include facilitating student participation in math and science competitions, forensics competitions
and poetry slams. It also means providing struggling students with academic support, including
intervention during and after school and access to credit recovery classes or APEX. All of these
approaches, along with leveled reading groups, the accelerated math program and block scheduling
allow for a high degree of personalization and differentiation.
Larchmont’s communal atmosphere ensures students are known. The personalized and
differentiated constructivist approach to instruction involves an abundance of ongoing formative
assessment. Additionally, Larchmont administers the NWEA MAP assessment biannually in math
and ELA to gather baseline and progress data. The Director of Student Support Services reviews this
data, combined with CAASPP scores and teacher observation data to make recommendations for
students to receive intervention. Larchmont’s SST process can be triggered any time a struggling
student is identified. Finally, Larchmont also has an extensive special education program to provide
services to identified students. The student ELD levels are communicated to teachers at the
beginning of the year and CELDT is administered in the fall verifying levels. Teachers utilize a
multitude of strategies to strengthen ELD and Larchmont’s model with an abundance of cooperative,
project-based hands-on and inquiry based learning to support integrated ELD. Any student requiring
academic intervention are also provided support during designated academic advising times built into
the daily schedule, enabled by the 8 period schedule compared to the 6 period schedule at other high
schools
As an intentionally diverse school it’s incumbent on Larchmont to be constantly mindful of equity. The
high school has no honors courses and all students can and do access AP courses to challenge
themselves. At the younger grades students move in and out of reading groups according to
demonstrated achievement, and an accelerated math program maximizing differentiation and
personalization is accessible and encouraged by staff for student participation. In terms of learners
who require more assistance, Larchmont provides after school academies for reading and math, as
well as online activities and games for students to play in their area of struggle. If a student is
struggling behaviorally, student behavioral incidents are reported to school principals. This allows
staff to review challenges that a student has at various times in the school day and an opportunity to
evaluate if additional support is needed by the student.
Larchmont has been steadily building its co-curricular activities as the school has grown to K-12. The
sports teams compete in the CIF, and the sports offered include tennis, basketball, volleyball, track
and field, baseball and soccer. There is strong interest in communication which led to the support for
a thriving Forensics speech and debate program beginning in grade 5, then the Poetry Slam in grade
9. Larchmont has a strong visual and performing arts program in response to strong community
demand, also in keeping with the mission of nurturing creativity and ESLR of communication.
Larchmont’s community service and beautification clubs align with the mission of having students be
dedicated to improving the world they inhabit and the ESLRs of respect and responsibility for the
world around us.
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CATEGORY E: SCHOOL CULTURE AND SUPPORT FOR STUDENT PERSONAL AND
ACADEMIC GROWTH
Areas of strength for School Culture and Support for Student Personal and Academic Growth
(if any):
Larchmont’s myriad of strengths are buoyed by the strong foundation of its constructivist paradigm.
The human connections created by the small group learning permeates through Larchmont’s
campuses. The underlying Larchmont philosophy that human beings mostly understand what we
experience, makes Larchmont a welcoming community of learning for students of all backgrounds
and cultures.
Key issues for School Culture and Support for Student Personal and Academic Growth (if any):
Important evidence about student learning from the self-study and the visit that supports these
strengths and key issues include the following:
Larchmont believes in the abilities of each child, not to follow each teacher’s orders, but to thrive
when pushed to develop their own individuality. While the zone of proximal development is not
possible to be guided through by only the teacher in the classroom, the small groups of two, three, or
four students the WASC committee has observed show the power of collaborative learning by
students when the model is supported throughout the administration, staff, and all stakeholders alike.
This support is evident throughout the WASC visit, as teachers are comfortable communicating with
administration and being evaluated in the same way the students are evaluated, in collaborative,
constructive manners.
In terms of growth, Larchmont’s self stated goals are as follows:
GOAL 1: CONTINUE TO STRENGTHEN ALIGNMENT, INTEGRATION AND ARTICULATION K-12
RATIONALE: Stakeholders continue to report anecdotally a desire for deeper alignment, articulation
and consistency K-12. Specifically, teachers report wanting time to meet with colleagues across
campuses and grades to coordinate on projects and texts and norm on expectations K-12. They
want more time to communicate meaningfully about the individual students they had the prior year to
the teachers who will be teaching those students in the coming year (and vice versa – teachers want
deeper knowledge of the students they’re receiving from other Larchmont campuses). School
leaders observe and students and parents report some inconsistencies across campuses and ways in
which we could better align the experience for students and families.
SUPPORTING DATA: Stakeholder feedback
GROWTH TARGETS:
80% of stakeholders report a greater sense of being one school and families of siblings at multiple
Larchmont campuses report greater consistency in their experience.
80% of teachers report understanding the standards and expectations for the grades immediately
preceding and following the grade they teach.
GOAL #2. Continue to grow teacher capacity by providing high quality differentiated
professional development and ensure staff members have the resources (time, materials,
know how) to effectively reach all students
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RATIONALE: Teacher feedback via stakeholder surveys desiring more differentiated professional
development, including external opportunities for professional development, targeted professional
development in how to best support and differentiate for high need students and opportunities to grow
and lead as teachers. Differentiated professional development is seen as a key lever for increasing
instructional capacity to close the achievement gap.
SUPPORTING DATA: Stakeholder feedback
GROWTH TARGETS:
80% of teachers report greater satisfaction with professional development (both offered by the school
and externally made available to teachers)
80% of teachers report that they are growing in their practice.
GOAL #3: Strengthen support for students whose first language is not English.
RATIONALE: Academic data highlighted above points to a persistent gap in the achievement of non
English Only students. While Larchmont’s integrated ELD programming is strong and reclassification
rate competitive with area schools, there is work to be done to strengthen targeted instruction to
support both designated ELs and students recently reclassified.
SUPPORTING DATA:
Non-EO Academic Achievement Data in ELA and Math K-12
GROWTH TARGETS:
Increase in number and percentage of non EO students achieving proficiency in ELA and Math on
CAASPP.
Significant reduction in the gap in achievement between non EO and EO students on CAASPP.
GOAL #4. Strengthen the Multi Tiered System of Support (MTSS) for struggling students
RATIONALE: Stakeholders continue to report a need to ensure a well-coordinated system of support
beyond classroom supports and special education to support students who are struggling
academically, behaviorally or socially/emotionally. They also note via stakeholder surveys that school
wide behavior management appears inconsistent and can disrupt learning.
SUPPORTING DATA: Stakeholder survey feedback (students, parents, staff re inconsistency in
behavior management/discipline) and teacher feedback (re need for well-coordinated support system)
GROWTH TARGETS:
80% of stakeholders report greater consistency in addressing behavior/discipline at campuses
80% of teachers report better understanding and greater satisfaction with the system of academic,
behavioral and social/emotional supports for students.
GOAL #5. Strengthen performance in mathematics.
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RATIONALE: Academic achievement in mathematics consistently trails achievement in ELA for all
subgroups. We also see the largest achievement gaps existing in the area of mathematics. For
these reasons, this is an explicit focus for Larchmont.
SUPPORTING DATA: NWEA, SBAC, PSAT and AP scores.
GROWTH TARGETS:
Significant improvement in achievement in mathematics K-12 and across subgroups
Significant reduction in the gap in achievement in mathematics between subgroups

